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4 TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2008

A
s I write in mid-October for this November issue, we have just

endured some of the most erratic and dramatic moments in our econ-

omy for decades. My crystal ball is a bit cloudy, so I have no idea

whether what I am writing today will have any relevance at all in another month after we have also gotten

past the presidential election. Much gnashing of teeth and finger pointing has been the primal response,

followed by posturing and politicking while we await a desired return to “normalcy.”

I’ve thought a bit about “normal” lately and wonder what that actually means for us in the future.

Normal for two of my grandparents, who were educators, was driving the school bus to pick up the stu-

dents, making dresses out of feed sacks after the depression, making your own soap and butter, canning

food, using the car only on Sundays to go to church, and working the family farm. Our new-found salute

to “green” and “sustainable” was their way of life to survive.

Normal for my other two grandparents was a home in the city, a family-owned coal business, fol-

lowed by a family-owned real estate business, trips throughout Virginia and North Carolina for

vacations and a color TV as soon as they came out. They made their own way, too, by creating busi-

nesses to serve the community and feed their family. Sound familiar?

Normal for my well-educated parents was a small brick ranch house in a small town, a trip to the

country for church on Sundays, camping locally in the summers and occasionally taking the trailer to

Florida, New England or Nova Scotia. We had a garden, bought new clothes only before school start-

ed, tinkered with our cars like all good shade tree mechanics then, and had a black and white TV with

no cable. We lived and loved well.

Normal has become a flat screen TV (at least one), multiple computers and laptops, iPODS, Internet

access, cable, Wi-Fi networks and cell phones, meals out all the time instead of for celebrations, shop-

ping for pleasure and flights all over the country and the world – not once a year for the longed-for

family car vacation – but several times a year.

It’s not a question of making a value judgment on what we have come to expect, so much as it is stop-

ping for just a moment to realize how incredibly blessed we are as business owners and community

leaders; how much “normal” has changed just in the last 50 years. 

The hard work that tree care company owners have put in to build quality companies has created the

very jobs and the good compensation that arborists have come to enjoy. The ability to take care of your

own families and many other families who work with you is a source of great satisfaction and tremen-

dous contribution to your communities. In addition, many of you use a portion of the profits you create

in order to do pro bono work in your catchment areas – helping schools, working on community beau-

tification projects, or coming to Arlington National Cemetery for a Day of Service. 

What is at stake going forward is our continuing ability to provide a service for our clients that they

can afford to pay for, which also provides the American dream to our people, who build our companies

every day for us. Perhaps “normal” has gotten a bit out of balance. Perhaps our concepts of “need” vs.

“want” or “luxury” could be scaled back a bit. We’re certainly in for a reality check for a while, regard-

less of what the definition of “normal” is before us.

We have to remember that tree care companies’ dips aren’t usually as low as other industries when

we have recessions, and our highs don’t swing up as dramatically either. Your trade association is work-

ing to create more value as we speak for our members to help during anxious times. Hold to the sound,

best business and best tree care practices that have built a credible industry. 

Where we go from here is, together, we will define “normal” – and we will do it well.

Cynthia Mills, CAE, CMC
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By Donald F. Blair

O
ver the course of two very long,

hot and humid, sweat-soaked

summer nights, a group of com-

mon men did something uncommon and in

so doing not only brought honor to their

employer but to the whole of arboriculture. 

On a miserable, breathless July day in

Philadelphia, 56 men put quill pen to a

parchment document beginning with the

following seven words: “When in the

Course of Human Events…” Signing the

Declaration of Independence, these

wealthy and powerful men pledged their

lives, their fortunes and their sacred honor

to establish the United States of America. I

find it fitting and proper to begin this arti-

cle with those words written by Thomas

Jefferson. Not only is the subject of this

narrative also a long-lived and distin-

guished resident of Monticello, the finale

of this tale takes place 232 years after the

signing of the Declaration in the same

oppressive heat and humidity of summer. 

Statesman, scientist, inventor, author,

architect, gentleman farmer and the

founder of the University of Virginia;

Thomas Jefferson designed his home, laid

out the grounds, selected the plants and

crops to be cultivated. Jefferson loved the

yellow-poplars on his property, calling

them the “junos (queens) of his forest.”

The back of an older nickel gives a great

view of Monticello. 

The tree: 1920-1997

Our subject tree was a Liriodendren
tulipifera L, commonly referred to as yel-

low-poplar, tulip-poplar and tuliptree.

There are only two species of this genus in

the world. (Source: “Audubon Society

Field Guide to North American Trees”) 

A key concern for the health and safety

of this tree was the fact that it grew within

feet of Jefferson’s house and had limbs that

extended over the roof. In 1997 a visiting

arborist raised serious doubts about the

structural safety of this tree; prompting a

call for its immediate removal. I was one of

several arborists retained by the Thomas

Jefferson Foundation to give an independ-

ent evaluation of the health and structural

integrity of this tree.

While discussing the history of care,

Peter Hatch, director of Gardens and

Grounds, told me that one of the pioneers

of arboriculture, George Van Yahres, had

written a report on the tree in the 1920s.

10 TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2008

You might recognize Monticello, the home of Thomas Jefferson,
from the back of the nickel. The subject yellow poplar is seen
here, at far right, in somewhat better days.

Moonlighting at Monticello. Rob Springer, at right on the
branch, and Ryan Wilkins confer  under  a full moon on
the rise.
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Learning that his son, Mitch Van Yahres,

was still operating the family firm in

Charlottesville, I made a point of visiting

him. A gracious gentleman, he sadly

informed me that all early records and

archives had been lost years before in a

fire. Mitch also told me that no further

work had been done by his company on the

tree until the 1970s.

This information helped explain why the

structure of the tree had evolved from a

single straight trunk into a multi-leader

structure with an open center. It had been

severely headed back at a height of 75 feet.

When the Van Yahres Tree Company, a 43-

year-member of TCIA, was brought back

to Monticello, Mitch specified pruning that

directed the growth of selected limbs to

form the structure of the tree as it was in

1997. A tree ruined by topping had been

given a second lease on life. 

In Monticello’s archives, Hatch located

the original Van Yahres report, dated May

1926. Hatch also found a photo of the

grounds showing the tree in 1920. These

resources proved to be absolutely invalu-

able in my assessment of the tree. The Van

Yahres report noted overall tree condition,

and size as well as the location of cavities

and recommended corrective measures. 

With help from staff gardeners and the

archaeologist, we did a thorough root-

crown excavation and inspection. Jamey

Powell, an experienced arborist and

climber, helped me conduct a ground to

canopy inspection. Observing overall con-

dition; we surveyed, measured and

recorded twig elongation rates, leaf size, as

well as trunk and limb dimensions. We

documented the location and size of visible

cavities. 

By comparing our data to the Van Yahres

report, we learned that in the span of 71

years, the tree had increased in diameter

inches from 60 to 88. We discovered that

the tree had grown so well that it had com-

pletely closed up a huge open faced cavity

in the trunk by itself without “benefit” of

concrete. 

Our survey determined that, from the

point of topping, the main scaffold limbs

were hollow all the way to the ground.

After making several borings with a 1/8-inch

bit, I concluded that the massive trunk had

an average of 12-inches of sound wood –

the heart being completely hollow! (But,

just because the tree was a huge wooden

conduit covered with bark and leaves, it

was not automatically hazardous. Many

other factors had to be taken into consider-

ation before a final opinion could be

formulated.)

My report concluded that the tree was in

good biological health. The hollow struc-

ture notwithstanding, this tree was far

stronger and more stable in 1997 than it

had been in 1926. 

The reports submitted by Mitch Van

Yahres and Dr. Bruce Fraedrich with the

Bartlett Tree Research Laboratories agreed

with my assessment that the tree could

remain standing with the help of some

remedial care. In my opin-

ion, the most

important recom-

mendation in all

of the reports

was the

requirement for

scheduled, peri-

odic inspections.

The most controversial issue regarding

this tree has always been whether or not it

had been an original surviving tree planted

by Jefferson. It seemed plausible, given its

immense size. The Van Yahres report, how-

ever, had estimated its age in 1926 at 65

years, putting it on the earth in 1861.

Jefferson lived 83 years, from 1743 until

July 4, 1826, dying on the 50th anniversary

of the signing of the Declaration of

Independence. Assuming the Van Yahres

estimate of age to be accurate, Jefferson’s

death would have preceded the establish-

ment of this tree by 35 years. 

Towering over the most exposed part of

the mountain, the tree had to bear the brunt

of all winds including hurricane force. In

order to protect the house from a cata-

strophic tree failure,

TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2008 11

Sawdust flies as Ryan Wilkins prepares to cut this pick free. Note the rigging sling has been passed completely through
the trunk for maximum security. 

After the work was complet-
ed and tools stowed away,
Rob Springer, right, and
Tommy Strommy, an arborist
intern from the Czech
Republic, pose by the main
trunk sections to give an idea of
their size and ratio of sound
wound to hollowness.
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extraordinary measures to support the tree

and protect the home had been taken. In

addition to a decades-old complex of tradi-

tional flexible steel support in the tree;

heavy wire-rope guy lines anchored to

other trees had also been installed. My

report recommended maintenance pruning

and replacement of the obsolete cabling

system. (Note: When Hurricane Fran came

roaring through in early September 1996,

she snapped one of the guy wires and

knocked over the anchoring tree. There

was no damage or significant limb loss in

our subject tree.)

With all of these factors in mind, no ordi-

nary support system was going to give the

Foundation the peace of mind they were

seeking. John Britton, a Napa Valley,

California, arborist, had been placing large

compression springs mid-span in his instal-

lations to make traditional systems more

responsive to limb movement. After talk-

ing in depth with Britton about his

experience with springs, I decided to

include them in my specifications. 

To exhibit due diligence, the Foundation

retained a structural engineer from

Tennessee to review my plan for this

entirely new flexible steel support system

with the funny springs. Once the engineer

approved the plan, the Van Yahres Tree

Company proceeded with all work as spec-

ified. 

In the ensuing years, I greatly enjoyed

the meetings with Hatch and Mitch Van

Yahres to perform our periodic inspections.

Monticello’s contract arborist, Jeff Kneiss,

was on call anytime we wanted to take

samples, inspect a cavity or check the ten-

sion and condition of the support system.

(Mitch Van Yahres died in February 2008

at age 81. Honored as an extraordinary

man, arborist, Virginia state delegate,

mayor of Charlottesville and beloved by

all, may he rest in peace and be long

remembered.)

Crisis management

And so it went, with the tree passing all

tests and maintaining its structural integri-

ty year after year. In 2006, the tree began to

decline, exhibiting an alarming combina-

tion of twig die-back, sparse foliation and

poor color.

In addition to on-site observation and

diagnosis, soil, twig and leaf samples were

sent to the Bartlett Tree Research

Laboratories in Charlotte, North Carolina,

and Dr. John Ball at South Dakota State

University in Brookings, S.D. Following

extensive diagnostic lab tests, phytophtho-

ra root rot was confirmed. Despite

appropriate and correctly administered

remedial measures and treatments, the tree

continued to decline.

Finally, in the spring of 2008, Alan

Jones, vice president and division manager,

Piedmont Division, Bartlett Tree Expert

Company, and I met with Hatch to present

the opinion that the tree was not respond-

TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 200812

The famous Monticello tulip-poplar just before the cutting work began. Note how sparse the foliage appears. The tree was
115 feet tall. The 90 ton crane is shown at its full boom extension of 145 feet.
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ing to treatment, that no further treatment

was ethical or appropriate, and that it was

time to prepare for the loss of the 115-foot-

tall tree. 

And it came to pass, the tree wilted as

predicted in the first hot week of summer.

Hatch had to make the decision to remove

it, and the equally difficult decision of

when. Was it best to remove it as soon as

practicable or keep it in the landscape as

long as possible? After serious delibera-

tion, he opted for sooner rather than later.

(As a matter of policy, apart from philo-

sophical and aesthetic considerations,

concern for the safety of arborists who

have to contend with a dead or dying tree

dictates that sooner is almost always better

than later.)

Bartlett Tree Experts was awarded the

contract for the removal. 

Take-down-Day was fixed for June 25,

2008. This tree was so revered that it was

the first tree in my knowledge to be grant-

ed a televised press conference preceding

the commencement of removal operations. 

Dan Jordan, president of the Thomas

Jefferson Foundation, held the press con-

ference in front of a bank of cameras and

reporters with the declining tree, 90-ton

crane and the removal team standing by in

the background. After Jordan gave the big

picture overview of the need to remove the

tree, reporters asked Alan Jones and Hatch

more specific questions regarding the tree

and its history. 

When I was asked by reporters if I

thought the tree was original, I offered the

heartfelt opinion that it didn’t really matter.

This magnificent tree had been such an

integral part of Monticello for so long that

it had become an icon and a landmark

specimen in its own right. Most likely hav-

ing sprouted at the beginning of the

American War Between the States, I mar-

veled to think of the history that this tree

had lived through. In view of its close

proximity to the house, I also believe this

tree had become one of the most pho-

tographed trees in the world. 

Planning

Every removal presents its own chal-

lenges. Some involve a large tree in a

difficult location. Others involve the

removal of a tree in a site of historical sig-

nificance. When an enormous hollow tree

towers over one of the most historically

significant structures in America, the chal-

lenge grows exponentially in complexity

as the margin for error disappears. 

Breaking the job into phases helps put

the challenge of the project in perspective.

Something to keep in mind regardless of

the size or complexity of the job, all work

begins with a plan. The procedure fol-

lowed in planning this job may be applied

to virtually any removal or tree mainte-

nance operation, no matter how large and

complicated or small and deceptively sim-

ple. 

Strategic planning

The planning phase is every bit as

important as the execution (maybe we

should call this production) phase – and

sometimes even more. As consultant to the

Thomas Jefferson Foundation, I had no

role in the contract for the removal or plan-

ning, but I certainly approved of the

process followed. 

In the planning phase you define the

objective and develop a suitable work plan.

You determine what equipment and sup-

plies will be required, and how many

employees and what specialties are needed

to do the work safely and efficiently.

Central to the work plan was the knowl-

edge that a crane was essential. Because

the Charlottesville office has a long and

satisfactory relationship with a crane com-

pany, Bartlett knew which crane and

operator they wanted. Representatives

from the crane company were included in

the on-site planning meeting. Arborists see

the job one way; a crane operator will have

a different perspective. 

The Foundation wanted the work done

after hours. The normal daily schedule of

tours as well as the rhythm of the care of

the property could not be disrupted.

Emergency work at night is one thing: tak-

ing down a tree this large on such anPlease circle 4 on Reader Service Card

BOOTH BOOTH 
1219

Ryan Wilkins making the cut we’d been looking for. Note
the first of many wedges driven into the kerf as Ryan
worked his way around the circumference. This was no
time to get the saw pinched.
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important site under such restrictions is an

entirely different challenge.

Rob Springer, the Piedmont Division’s

safety and training coordinator, first

thought to plan the job around the sun. It

was the height of summer; they could start

cutting immediately after the press confer-

ence Wednesday night at 6 p.m. and work

till full dark, around 9 p.m. Then they could

get back in around 6 a.m. and work until

mid-morning when the tours began. 

This work plan was far from optimal. It

would mean a lot of start-up, shut-down

and start-up. The job would take a week.

All involved personnel faced an upside-

down week in terms of work flow and utter

disruption of their normal daily schedules.

But what choice did they have given the

terms of the contract?

Enter input from the crane company.

Staunton Machine is an established firm

with years of experience working at night

using some serious artificial lighting.

Under lights, the job could progress into

the night for as long as the men had stami-

na. Under lights, the timeline on the job

changed from a week into an estimated two

shifts, each from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. 

Leaving nothing to chance, the men

wanted to see exactly how the tree and the

work zone would look under portable light-

ing. On the night before T-Day, Bartlett

picked up four lighting units from a rental

company. Particular care was taken in aim-

ing the lights so that each one cancelled the

other’s shadows. It soon became apparent

that in order to provide adequate illumina-

tion, all four were needed at the work site,

and a fifth was ordered for the wood yard.

This job was going to put a whole new spin

on Moonlighting at Monticello. 

(Note: Never be afraid to seek the advice

of those with experience different from

yours; input from the crane company

changed the work plan dramatically to

everyone’s satisfaction.)

Tactical planning

During this planning phase it was decid-

ed that Monticello would pay for the rental

of the 90-ton crane with a 145-foot main

boom, the lights and enough plywood to

build a road across the lawn to the jobsite. 

A crane operator and an oiler from

Staunton Machine would accompany the

90-ton crane and tool truck. The

Foundation would provide a man to help

with and direct unloading of the wood.

Team Bartlett would consist of a three-man

production crew from the Charlottesville

office. Rolling stock included an aerial lift,

chipper and truck and a front-end grapple

called a Swinger Loader. Ryan Wilkins and

Rob Springer would climb. Ground men

Russell Wilkins and Jeremy Armstrong

would assist. With guest appearances by

Alan Jones and the manager/salesman of

the Charlottesville office, the line-up was

complete. A few Bartlett men, including an

intern from the Czech Republic, also spent

time on site as observers. 

Aware of the support cables and light-

ning protection systems, a bolt cutter and

hacksaw were double-checked among the

standard equipment. Considering how hot

the week had been during the day, working

at night was going to have some advan-

tages, but there was still going to be

considerable sweat involved. The purpose

of planning is to prevent blood and tears. 

Springer resolved to bring an enormous

chest filled with ice, water and Gatorade.

The trash can on board the chipper truck

for final clean-up was used on this job to

collect trash and empty bottles.

In order to maintain communication

between the climbers, crane operator and

16 TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2008
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The last pick was as clean and easy as the first. Even hol-
low, this section weighed 13,500 pounds. Once again, the
“sling through the windows” trick was used to make sure
that the piece could stand the lift.
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ground crew, walkie-talkies were issued,

tested and set to the same frequency.

This modern convenience greatly

reduced the chance of misunderstandings

or the need to use a bull-horn in the still of

the night. Remember the words of General

Douglas MacArthur: “It is not enough to

give instructions that can be understood,

instructions must be given that simply can-

not be misunderstood.”

With the work plan in place, it was time

to move on to setting up the work zone. 

(Note: A first-time innovation for this

team was the inclusion of a can of orange

fluorescent paint. Marking the hardware as

it was found might save a saw chain now

or a sawmill blade later. Good idea, keep it

in mind, make it standard practice when

appropriate.)

Setting up the work zone

Consciously setting up a work zone is an

essential part of staging any job. Struck-

by’s involving limbs, logs, entire trees as

well as equipment are all too common. In

far too many incidents, the victim is “from

the company” but not “of the job.” In other

words, a supervisor or owner shows up to

see how things are going and enters the

work zone unannounced with tragic

results. 

This project was no different. On one

hand, there was plenty of level, unob-

structed lawn to stage the crane, chipper

and create a landing zone for the wood.

On the other hand, the tree was very

close to the house and a wooden prome-

nade. 

Once the aerial lift had been carefully

backed into place, the crane was set up. A

90-ton crane occupies a lot of space once

the outriggers have been extended and

placed on top of outrigger pads weighing

1,400 pounds each. The crane operator

picked his spot, giving him the clearest

view of the tree and a good arc to set the

“picks” down for processing. 

Team Bartlett went on to lay a large tarp

down in an easily accessible but out of the

way place for the first aid kit, all chain

saws, climbing gear, and small tools not in

use. 

The Work Zone perimeter was set far

enough back from operations to provide an

excellent margin of safety between work-

ers and observers. Cordoned off with

stakes and flagging tape, no one was per-

mitted to enter the work zone without

being recognized and motioned in. This

was a hard hat zone all the way.

Production (looks better than execution,

doesn’t it?)

Wednesday evening-Thursday morning
With a complex cabling system criss-

crossing the tree, the goal for the first shift

was to get the tree limbed out and down to

just above the cables.

Springer and Wilkins worked out their

moves. Tied into the crane in compliance

with ANSI Z133-2006 protocol, one got

set where the cutting would take place and

the other would fly past to rig the choker at

the pick point. 

In weight, the first picks were in the hun-

dreds, not thousands of pounds. Sure, the

crane was capable of lifting the tree out in

one pick per leader, but:

BOOTH BOOTH 
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� Monticello wasn’t paying for unneces-

sary risks on an already potentially

hazardous job. We knew the tree was real-

ly, really hollow. How strong were the

leaders going to be without the cables?

Every climber’s nightmare is cutting a sup-

port cable and having the tree collapse in

all directions – ALL BAD! Don’t laugh,

it’s happened. These concerns were on our

collective mind.

� Just because you can pick it up, where

are you going to set it down?

� Then what are you going to do with it?

The cables were in the way. Don’t interpret

this fact as an inference that we’d have

taken bigger if we could have. We took

what we wanted and each pick was in man-

ageable lengths that only needed bucking

into three or four sections for transport. In

accordance with the work plan, every lag,

eyebolt or piece of lightning protection

hardware was spray painted orange as soon

as it was spotted.

(Note: Monticello wanted to salvage as

much wood as possible. As big as this tree

was; about a half load of chips was all that

was produced compared to truckloads of

logs, some so big they were one-log loads.

This clearly illustrates how little the leaves,

twigs and branches less than 6-inches in

diameter contribute to the weight and bio-

mass of a tree this size. 

Each pick was clean, rising off the saw

by a few inches with no swing. Springer

and Wilkins took turns setting and cutting,

but the routine was always the same and by

the numbers:

The cutter got into position first and tied

into the tree. Springer then, for example,

tied in above the ball, took the ride, set the

choker and rappelled back to the ground,

pulling his climbing line completely free of

the crane before Wilkins made the cut.

Jason Arehart, the operator, set the pick

on the landing pad, handing it off to his

oiler, Arnold Kephart, and the ground crew.

Swinging the boom and ball back into

position, Springer tied-in again and set the

next choker. Wilkins was already relocated

and ready for the next piece.

One thing we noticed about the condi-

tion of the wood on the very first pick was

how dry it was. It was absolutely bone dry

to the touch. This made sense considering

the fact that the vascular system had shut

down, but was still a strange sight.

Once the tree had been taken down to

about 75 feet, Springer and Wilkins

encountered the transition zone where the

tree had been headed back. Above that

point, the limbs, although dry, had been

solid and sound. From just below the top-

ping point, all the way to the ground, the

tree was hollow but remarkably, and thank-

fully, stable. 

And so it went, smoothly, quietly, effi-

ciently with no drama and no surprises. Be

it aloft or on the ground, everyone working

knew exactly what to do and no one had to

be told to “get off your butt” or “what in

the heck do you think you’re doing?”

which are phrases I’ve heard all too often

while visiting OPJs (other peoples’ jobs).

Leadership does not require yelling or bul-

lying; it’s best when set by example. 

We logged-in a few hours work before it

was time to take a break and eat “lunch”

around 8:30 p.m. Talk about turning your
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biological clock on its ear. It was full dark

and the moon was on the rise when it was

time to get back to work, so we fired up the

lights – showtime! The darkness turned

into a night game at Camden Yards. The

lights had been well placed the night

before. They were blazingly bright without

blinding us. There were no shadows. (I did

not need a flash for most of the pictures.)

The night became somewhat of a surreal

blur of darkness under lights; choker set-

ting; cutting, picking and loading. By 6

a.m. Thursday morning, we’d met the goal

of the work plan and then some. It had been

a good start. Every pick had gone cleanly

with no surprises – just as the work plan

called for. The ground team had kept up

with the brush and wood all night long. The

chipper truck was released and the loader

had worked itself out of a job as we got into

some seriously large wood. 

All but one of the cables had gone slack

as the main leaders were lowered to a few

feet above the anchors. Of course that

would have to be the leader that would take

out the house if it failed. 

It feels a little weird going home at the

time you usually go to work, but that’s

what we did. Although we were all tired

and sweaty, this crew shared a very real

sense of accomplishment and looked for-

ward to finishing the job. 

Production - the leaders

Thursday evening -Friday morning
As we were setting up Thursday

evening, Hatch and others told us that in

the dark of the night before, they could see

the top of the mountain lit up like a UFO

had landed. The 145-foot boom of the 90-

ton crane was visible for miles. 

The first order of business for Team

Bartlett was to do what was necessary to

get the leader with the tight cable on the

ground and not on the building. Now that

the Moment of Truth had arrived, Springer

insisted on making the critical cut because

he was closer to retirement. With his career

ahead of him, Wilkins didn’t fight him for

the “honor.”

Given a choice between making one

all-or-nothing cut with a strand cutter or

stretching out the suspense by cutting

one strand at a time, Springer wisely

chose the latter option for several rea-

sons. In his words, “The plan to cut the

cable with the hacksaw was intentional

and not for lack of a better tool. By using

the hacksaw you are cutting one strand at

a time, which makes the cut ‘less dra-

matic’ as compared to cutting the cable

all at once with a good pair of bolt cut-

ters. Also, before the cut, the crane

operator was able to slack the cable some

by his tension on the choker.”

Be that as it may, given the fact that he

had to work his way through 1-by-7 left

hand lay, 5/16-inch EHS strand, if it didn’t

take guts, (I say it did, Rob says it didn’t)

it certainly took endurance to cut that

cable one strand at a time with a hack-

saw. 

Kaaatang! 

When we nervously took our hands from

our eyes you can imagine our relief when

we saw the leader standing in place, rock

solid. With that mission accomplished; we

had a clear path to the ground; we just had

some dramatically large wood to move

before dawn.

(Notes: During an after-action discus-

sion, it occurred to me that the reason I had

specified compression springs in the first

place was to maintain constant tension on

the spans. It turned out that the spring had

been merely doing its job, responding to

the changing dynamics of the leaders by

taking up the tension. I think the team,

especially Springer, might have been a lit-

tle less anxious about freeing that span, had

I thought of this beforehand; duly noted for

the future. Also, a come-along and a cable

grip could have been latched onto the span.

Pulling the cable slack at one anchor would

have made it easier to cut while maintain-

ing control. The crane, of course, served

pretty well as a 90-ton come-along.)

Production - the trunk

Friday morning
Once Wilkins made the cut that cleared

the tree of the junction of three main lead-

ers, the trunk stood about 40 feet tall with

very little taper. Peering down into the void

was like looking into a bottomless pit or a

wooden manhole. We rigged Springer’s

pocket flashlight to a length of throw line

and lowered it, but the beam wasn’t strong

enough to provide adequate illumination.

Earlier jokes about rappelling down into

the abyss faded in the dim flashlight of

reality. 

Two more picks should do it

Normally, when you’re picking large,

straight sections without cross limbs or

stubs to sling underneath, it is common as

well as prudent practice to cut a deep

groove through the bark and into the sap-

wood. This precaution ensures that the

choker can be firmly set with no chance of

slipping off. This works great when you’ve

got a solid piece of wood. However, with

these sections as hollow as they were, “cut-

ting in” presented the risk of weakening the

log. Remember, Monticello was not paying

for unnecessary risks. As I’ve lectured for

30 years, “If it’s not right, STOP – and
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We don’t get too many “one log loads” in tree care anymore. Never did.  Blair’s hard hat gives some scale to the “win-
dow” as well as the entire log.
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make it right!”

Ryan Wilkins had a unique solution to

this rigging challenge. He plunge-bored the

trunk at the pick point from two sides. With

small windows cut clean through the wood

shell, he fed the choker sling in one side,

through the void and out the other side.

Joining the two ends of the sling at the

hook in a basket hitch, he was good to go.

I give that young man a lot of credit. In all

my years of solving rigging challenges, I

can honestly say that I have never encoun-

tered a tree this hollow and yet strong

enough to sustain rigging. This novel

method was new to me, a joy to behold,

and one to remember.

As with all the picks, this lift was clean,

gentle and precise. The crane boomed the

log over to the landing zone where the

sling was re-rigged to take the log from

vertical to horizontal, making it easier to

load on the flatbed for its short trip to the

wood yard.

As my old mentor, Troy Payne, used to

say when we got to the last log or piece of

brush on any job, “Well, Don, that’s the one

we’ve been looking for.” Ryan found the

one we’d been looking for around 5:30 a.m.

and prepared this final pick, in the same

way, with plunge-bored access from two

sides and a vertical basket hitch to the hook. 

Epilog

The fact that this tree was dry and hollow

as compared to wet and solid turned out to

be an immense tactical advantage. Less

weight made the picks, loading and

unloading easier. Less wood meant a

smaller saw could do the job. An 020T

weighs a lot less 40 feet in the air than a

066 does – just ask Ryan Wilkins. The

largest saw used on the base cuts was a

Stihl 044 with a 28-inch bar. The heaviest

piece, the largest pick, only weighed

13,500 pounds. Had the tree been wet and

solid, the green log weight of that same

pick would have been 30,730 pounds. The

job would have taken longer and been far

more exhausting.

Considering how hollow this tree was, we

were all amazed (and relieved) to discover

how immensely strong the wood was. The

chemical barrier walls created by the tree’s

CODIT (compartmentalization of decay in

trees) mechanism was amazingly strong.

Since there were no cracks, fissures or cavi-

ties to further weaken the structure, this tree

was actually getting stronger structurally

every year, right up until the minute that it

succumbed to phytophora root rot. 

The sky began to lighten in the east as

the moon set and dawn began to break. It

had been another 12-hour shift, but this

grand old witness to life at Monticello had

been safely removed and respectfully laid

to rest in a peaceful place. We still had a

few hours ahead of us to pack-up tools and

return the work lights. As tired as we were,

Team Bartlett stayed to help the staff at

Monticello pick up a whole lot of plywood.

I told the team from my heart that I had

witnessed a job that showcased the best

that our profession can offer. 

From the planning phases through the

set-up and production, every step had been

carefully thought through and executed

with a mindset to achieve the correct bal-

ance of safety, quality and production. The

work zone was laid out for maximum effi-

ciency and work flow. A perimeter had

been established and clearly marked. All

the men on the job worked together, knew

their jobs, did them well, and kept an eye

on everything else going on. 

I never heard a voice raised in anger or

bewilderment and never heard a foul word

from any of the Bartlett or Staunton

Machine employees. There was no trash

left on the ground at the end of either shift.

In recognition of Team Bartlett’s

achievement; I raise my battered, old

McDonald T hard hat in salute to these pro-

fessionals. For more than 100 years, the

tree care industry has strived to achieve a

higher level of professionalism and a lower

rate of accidents. When the standard of

care displayed on this job is used by all

arborists on all tree jobs, regardless of size,

complexity or deceptive ease, we will have

accomplished that mission. 

Donald F. Blair is owner of Sierra
Moreno Mercantile in Hagerstown,
Maryland, and a 26-year member of
TCIA.
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By Don Blair
What are the odds that the same man would have occasion to

work on historic trees at both Washington’s Mount Vernon and

Jefferson’s Monticello? That would be Rob Springer. A few

years ago, he did the climbing on the removal of one of Mount

Vernon’s original trees. Species: Ash. Age in years: 213. Size:

Huge. Condition: Hazardous. 

On election day 2004, Springer was detailed to help harvest a

70-foot red spruce designated as the Capitol Christmas Tree for

display on the Capitol lawn in Washington, D.C. No simple

felling job, Swinger had to work in concert with a double-rotor

helicopter deep in the George Washington National Forest; but

that’s another story for another time. 

As Bartlett Tree Experts’ Piedmont Division safety and train-

ing coordinator, he is responsible for the field offices. He also

gets called in on special projects such as these. At 53, Springer

could easily do his job on the ground and no one would think the

less of him. He insists on climbing and working on the ground,

always pulling more than his fair share of the load. That is lead-

ership by example.

It’s been a long, hot, sweaty shift. You can see the night’s work in the faces of Rob
Springer, from left, Don Blair and Ryan Wilkins as we pose inside the main trunk.

All in a day’s work
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ECHO Inc. names Dan
Obringer as president  

Echo Incorporated has named Dan

Obringer president of the company effec-

tive December 1. He succeeds Yoshi

Nagao, who will return to Japan as presi-

dent of Kioritz Corporation, the parent

company of Echo. 

Serving as Echo’s vice president and

senior vice president of administration for

more than 13 years, Obringer becomes

Echo’s first president from the U.S.

“During his tenure, Dan has been instru-

mental in helping the management team

plan and execute strategies that have con-

sistently grown Echo’s sales and

profitability,” says

Chuck Kitazume,

current president

of Kioritz Corp.

“We believe Dan is

well qualified to

lead the Echo

organization ... and

to continue Echo’s

record of success.” 

Also effective

December 1, Steve

Bly will be promot-

ed from senior vice president of operations

to executive vice president. Bly joined Echo

12 years ago as vice president of manufac-

turing and currently serves on the board of

the Outdoor Power Equipment Institute.

Obringer resides in Glenview, Ill., and

Bly in Oakwood Hills, Ill.

ValleyCrest reps join 
Sen. Boxer on Capitol Hill
for H-2R bill discussion

On September 10, representatives of

ValleyCrest Companies, Inc. traveled to

Washington, D.C., to voice support to extend

the Save Our Small and Seasonal Businesses

Act of 2007, H.R.1843/S.988.  The bill,

known as the H-2R Exemption, refers to the

exemption of temporary foreigner workers,

who have held H-2B status in the past, from

being counted toward the annual congres-

sionally mandated H-2B cap of 66,000.

“The bill is extremely important to the

landscape industry and related industries

that require seasonal and temporary labor-

ers,” says Andrew Brennan, a ValleyCrest

vice president. “Many landscape markets

do not have local labor to fill temporary

seasonal labor positions. As a result, the H-

2B program has proven to be a highly

effective way to fill these needs.”

Failure to pass the bill quickly could

have a significant negative impact on the

green industry as well as other industries

that require temporary seasonal labor, he

said. “The bill has not been passed; it is our

hope that it is passed in the post-election

congressional session,” says Brennan.

Swingle promotes John
Gibson to president

Swingle Lawn, Tree & Landscape Care of
Denver, Colorado, has promoted John Gibson
to president of the company. Previous presi-

dent, Thomas Tolkacz, will now serve as

Swingle’s CEO. Tolkacz’s focus will shift

to include acquisitions, financial relation-

ships and special projects.

Gibson was hired in 1991 as Swingle’s

grounds supervisor, became manager of

Lawns/Plant Health Care by 1997, and

three years later was made director of oper-

ations for the Lawn and Plant Health Care

divisions. His recent work was in integrat-

ing acquisitions and the selection/

implementation of a new software platform

to improve operational efficiencies. 

Gibson has received many industry

awards and served as president on several

boards, including: Colorado Association of

Lawn Care Professionals in 1995 &

Professional Landcare Network (PLANET)

in 2006. He served as representative for the

Green Industries of Colorado during the

peak of Colorado’s 2002-2003 drought. 

Also promoted was Jeff Oxley, to vice

president of operations for Swingle.

Originally hired in 1998 as Swingle’s

enhancement operations manager, Oxley

was promoted to director of operations for

the Pruning, Landscape, Irrigation and

Christmas Décor Divisions in July 2000.

His recent work focused on the growth and

expansion of Swingle’s Christmas Décor

franchises, commercial sales management,

and overseeing workers’ compensation and

safety programs. Oxley will be the presi-

dent of Associated Landscape Contractors

of Colorado for 2009. 

Bayer Environmental names
fungicide business manager

Jimmy Johnson was recently named fun-

gicide business manager for the Green

Business group of Bayer Environmental

Science. In his

new position, he

will also serve as

the Bayer golf

industry lead.

Johnson has

more than 25 years

experience in the

turf and ornamen-

tal and crop-

protection indus-

tries. For the past

six years, Johnson

was a golf sales representative for Bayer,

covering Missouri, Iowa, Colorado,

Minnesota, Kansas and Nebraska at vari-

ous times. 

A native of Arkansas, Johnson holds a

bachelor’s degree in animal science from

the University of Arkansas and a master’s

degree in agricultural economics, also from

the University of Arkansas.

Send your Cutting Edge News informa-
tion to: staruk@tcia.org
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Cutting Edge News

From left to right: U.S. Senator Barbara Boxer (D-
California), with Dean Ngo, esq., human resources
manager, Immigration & Legal Affairs; Andrew Brennan,
vice president; and Veronica Reveles-Martinez, human
resource immigration assistant, all of ValleyCrest
Companies, Inc. on Capitol Hill.

Dan Obringer

Jimmy Johnson
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PLP’s VARI-GRIP Dead-end
Preformed Line Products’ new VARI-GRIP Dead-end offers a

another solution for terminating guy strands used cabling trees and

utility work. Each VARI-GRIP Dead-end contains a set of helical

rods that are applied over the guy strand and over a set of high

strength wedges. The rod/wedge combination fits into a tapered hole

in the galvanized steel housing to develop at least 100 percent of the

strand’s rated breaking load. A high strength U-bolt is secured to the

house for easy attachment to anchor hardware and to provide

adjustability of the load on the guy strand without the need for a turn-

buckle. VARI-GRIP Dead-ends are available for guy strands as small as 7/16-inch and as

large as 1.8 inches (295,500 pounds) and for both galvanized steel and aluminum-clad steel

guy strands. Contact Preformed Line Products via www.preformed.com/communications or

call (440) 461-5200.

Cutting Edge - Products
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Fecon’s BHP170 Power Pack
Fecon’s BHP170 Power Pack is designed to

maximize excavator-based mulching perform-

ance. Controlled by a Fecon Power

Management microcontroller, all of the dedi-

cated power (170 hp) is directed to the

mulcher. The microcontroller manages

engine and hydraulic performance in real

time. A control panel inside the excavator’s

cab allows the operator to monitor operation and

see that the mulcher is getting maximum horsepower

at all times. Additional benefits are improved engine power

and reduced fuel consumption. BHP170hp Power Packs offer a choice of two engines;

Cummins or John Deere. Contact Fecon Inc. at 1-800-528-3113 or via www.fecon.com.

Weaver Doctor-Style Tool
Bags

Weaver’s new doctor-style tool bags

feature a hinged mouth that opens wide,

making all the contents easily accessible.

Available in your choice of 1,000-denier

yellow polyester with PVC coating or

natural canvas, these bags feature a rein-

forced floor that helps prevent punctures

from tools. Both bags have feet on the

bottom to help reduce wear and abra-

sions. The polyester style has a Velcro

closure at the top, adjustable leather

straps and a rain shield cover. It features

two 19-inch-wide, 11-inch high and 4-

inch deep side pockets with snap

closures and a main compartment that

measures 24 inches wide by 19 inches

high and 10 inches deep. The canvas

style has adjustable leather straps and

features one 19-inch wide, 11-inch high

and 4-inch deep side pocket with snap

closures. Its main compartment 

measures 24 inches wide, 16 inches 

high and 10 inches deep. Contact Weaver

at 1-800-932-8371 or via wwwweaver-

leather.com.

Swinger 1,500 pound capacity compact loader
Swinger Loaders offers a new S.A.E. rated 1,500-pound-lift-capacity unit with

self-leveling bucket and an optional straight-mast conversion. The

model 1K features a 48 hp Cummins diesel engine with an easy-access

transverse mounting. Power travels through 2-speed hydrostatics to a

mechanical driveline with planetary reduction hubs on each of

the four drive wheels. The drive system includes a 45 per-

cent limited slip function for traction and turning.

Ideal for landscape work, tree removal, waste han-

dling and construction, the Swinger 1K is only 56 inches

wide by 91 inches high. No-scuff articulated steering enables

the 1K to work on turf and other sensitive surfaces with buckets, grapples and most other

power attachments, including an optional straight mast (has universal tool carrier and 17.3

gpm auxiliary hydraulics at 2,500 pounds). Contact Swinger at (715) 456-4163 or via

www.nmc-wollard.com.

Send your Cutting Edge Product
information to:
Don Staruk at

staruk@tcia.org
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JP Carlton compact 6-inch chipper
JP Carlton’s new Model 660 6-inch disk-style wood chipper is

compact enough to be towed by compact trucks and

sport utility vehicles. The Carlton 660 is designed

for smaller trimming, pruning and clean

up jobs, but its powerful feed system

and 27 horsepower engine pro-

vide reliable power to

complete jobs quickly and

efficiently. The operator-

friendly chipper features a

digital autofeed that controls

the feed based on engine speed to help prevent overfeeding.

Double-edged knives are easily flipped to offer a second cutting

edge when necessary. The high-speed-balanced and perfectly round-

ed chipper disks provide a smooth chipping action that prolongs

bearing and machine life. Contact JP Carlton at (864) 578-9335 or

via www.stumpcutters.com.

All Gear’s new Neopro 16-strand rope
The 16-

strand rope

has stood

the test of

time with

c l i m b e r s .

Now All

Gear offers

the 16-

strand, 7/16 inch (11.5 mm) diameter Neopro, which allows

the arborist quick acceleration. The firm braid provides great

foot locking or works well with ascending devices. You can

feel the quality of this durable rope, and its neon fibers pro-

vide ultimate visibility to the eye. It comes in neon blue and

green or All Gear’s new color, neon yellow and orange, and is

available in 120-, 150-, 200- and 600-foot lengths. Contact All

Gear, Inc. at (847) 564-9016 or via www.allgearinc.com.
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F
or years, TCIA has been asking

OSHA for responsible, effective

guidance to help us keep workers

safe. We recently took a step closer to that

goal.

On September 18, OSHA announced an

“Advance Notice of Proposed Rule-

Making” (ANPRM) for an Arborist

standard in the Federal Register. This sig-

nals the beginning of a multiple-year

process. To assure a workable standard for

employers as well as guidelines that will

improve safety in the industry overall, it is

VITALLY IMPORTANT for the industry

to be directly, actively involved in the rule-

making process. 

Why would we invite OSHA regulation?

The reality is that, as a profession, we are

highly scrutinized but ineffectively regu-

lated right now. The regulatory climate can

only get better.

Tree care is statistically among the top

five most dangerous professions in the

U.S. In 2005, the top five ranking was:

#1 Commercial Fishermen and Related

Workers – Deadliest Catch (Fatality

rate per 100,000 workers): 118.4

#2 Loggers – Ax Men: 92.9

#3 Aircraft Pilots and Flight Engineers: 66.9

#4 Structural Iron and Steel Workers: 55.6

#5 Tree Care, 174 fatalities: 47.9

These statistics are stunning when com-

pared to the types of jobs that most

Americans have, such as manufacturing

(3.1), retail trades (2.1), or finance, insur-

ance and real estate (1.0).

We are all keenly aware that these rates

do not go unnoticed by the government

and the insurance industry. The tree

care/landscape profession is one of seven

high-hazard industries to have received

additional scrutiny by the federal

Occupational Safety & Health

Administration (OSHA). Professional tree

care companies pay a much higher rate for

workers’ compensation insurance to keep

employees covered in the event of an acci-

dent.

Safety is a large and multi-faceted prob-

lem. As industry professionals, we must all

look at ourselves in the mirror and con-

stantly ask if we’re doing everything we

can to make our work environment and our

people safer.

TCIA takes a multi-faceted approach to

improving worker safety. We are deeply

committed to a new initiative to improve

worker safety – and that is getting a specif-

ic OSHA standard to address arborist

safety. 

Regulatory Affairs, which is what this

process should be considered, is a tradi-

tional role of a trade association. As the

trade association for the tree care industry,

TCIA is heavily committed to working for

a positive outcome. 

The important thing for your company

right now is to commit to being involved.

In the coming days and weeks you may

receive solicitations from TCIA to answer

survey-type questions or to respond direct-

ly to OSHA. We strongly urge you to

respond! It has never been more important

to get involved in writing the safe work

practices that will guide the tree care

industry for decades to come. 

In the meantime, if you have questions

or would like to know what you can be

doing as a company, you can call 1-800-

733-2622 or e-mail Peter Gerstenberger at

TCIA, peter@tcia.org.

There is a saying that is popular around

election time: You get the government you

deserve. Well, that holds true for regulation

as well. If the industry did nothing it would

continue to be regulated, guided and in fact

penalized by outdated, poorly suited stan-

dards with little or no benefit to worker

safety. If we act and if we speak with one

voice, we have an excellent chance for a

beneficial outcome.

Peter Gerstenberger is senior advisor
for safety, compliance & standards for the
Tree Care Industry Association.
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Events & Seminars

November 6, 2008
Comprehensive CORE Pesticide Training Seminar  
Bingham Farms, MI
Contact: MGIA (248) 646-4992, www.landscape.org

November 6, 2008
Southwest Landscape & Nursery Expo
University of Phoenix Stadium, Glendale, AZ
Contact: (480) 966-1610; www.azna.org

November 7-8, 2008
ArborMaster Level 1 Arborist Rigging Applications 
2-day hands-on training
Biltmore Estates, Asheville, NC
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.arbormaster.com

November 11-12, 2008*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional-CTSP Workshop
In conjunction with TCI EXPO 2008, Milwaukee, WI
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; www.tcia.org

November 13-15, 2008*
TCI EXPO 2008*
Milwaukee, WI
Contact: Deb Cyr 1-800-733-2622; cyr@tcia.org;
www.tcia.org

November 19, 2008
Evaluating Trees for Hazards
Morris Arboretum, Philadelphia, PA
Contact: Jan McFarlan (215) 247-5777 x156 or 125;
jlm@pobox.upenn.edu

December 2, 2008 
Michigan Department of Agriculture’s Train the
Trainer Course  for Pesticide Applicators 
Bingham Farms, MI
Contact: MGIA (248) 646-4992, www.landscape.org

December 3-6, 2008
ASCA 2008 Annual Conference
American Society of Consulting Arborists
Loews Ventana Canyon Resort, Tucson, AZ
Contact: www.asca-consultants.org; (301) 947-0483

December 3, 2008
ISA Cert. Arborist, Utility & Municipal Spec. Exams
Cora Hartshorn Arboretum, Millburn, NJ
Contact: Matt (609) 625-6021; www.isa-arbor.com

December 3-4, 2008
ArborMaster Level 1 Climbing Methods & Best
Practice 2-day hands-on training, Irving, TX
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.arbormaster.com

December 5-6, 2008
ArborMaster Level 1 Precision Felling, Chain Saw
Handling, Safety & Ergo, 2-day hands-on Training
Irving, TX
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.arbormaster.com

December 6, 2008
NJAISA Work Day 
Cross Estate Gardens, NJ Hist. Garden Foundation
Bernardsville, NJ
Contact: Trevor Hoeckele (908) 581-9009;
treedr@verizon.net

December 8-9, 2008
ArborMaster Level 1 Arborist Rigging Applications 
2-day hands-on training
Irving, TX
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.arbormaster.com

December 9, 2008
Maintaining Tree Health Morris Arboretum,
Philadelphia, PA 
Contact: Jan McFarlan (215) 247-5777 x156 or 125; 
jlm@pobox.upenn.edu 

December 10-12, 2008
ArborMaster Level 2 Arborist Rigging Applications 
2-day hands-on training, Irving, TX
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.arbormaster.com

December 11, 2008
Comprehensive CORE Pesticide Training Seminar 
Bingham Farms, MI
Contact: MGIA (248) 646-4992, www.landscape.org

January 4-6, 2009
Western Nursery & Landscape Assoc. Meeting/Trade Show
Overland Park Convention Center, 
Overland Park, KS
Contact: 1-888-233-1876; www.WNLA.org

January 7-9, 2009
2009 CSRA Tree, Ornamental and Turf Seminar
Julian Smith Casino, Augusta, GA
Contact: (770) 554-3735; (770) 652-9006;
www.georgiaarborist.net

January 7-9, 2009*
Minnesota Green Expo
Minneapolis, MN
Contact: www.minnesotagreenexpo.com; 
1-888-886-6652; Larsen@MNLA.org

January 7-9, 2009 
2009 Empire State Green Industry Show
Rochester Riverside Convention Center, Rochester, NY
Contact: NYSTA (518) 783-1322; www.nysta.org

January 9-11, 2009
Georgia Arbor. Assoc. 2009 Tree Climbing Championship
Lake Olmstead Park, Augusta, GA
Contact: (770) 554-3735; www.georgiaarborist.net

January 13, 2009
Electrical Hazard Awareness Training (EHAP)
tba, MI
Contact: MGIA (248) 646-4992, www.landscape.org

January 14 & 15, 2009*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional-CTSP Workshop
Mauget facility, Arcadia, CA
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; www.tcia.org

January 14-15, 2009 
MD Arborist Assoc. Winter Recertification Seminars
Turf Valley Resort & Conf. Ctr., Ellicott City, MD  
Contact: (410) 321-8082; www.mdarborist.com  

January 15, 2009
Taking the Next Step Toward Success! 
Bingham Farms, MI
Contact: MGIA (248) 646-4992, www.landscape.org

January 19-23, 2009 
Advanced Landscape Plant IPM PHC Short Course
University of Maryland , College Park, MD
Contact: akoeiman@umd.edu
www.raupplab.umd.edu/conferences/AdvLandscape/

January 21, 2009*
Connecticut Tree Protective Assoc. Annual Meeting
Plantsville, CT
Contact: www.CTPA.org; cmdonnelly@aol.com

January 25-30, 2009
2009 Mid-Atlantic Horticulture Short Course
The Founders Inn, Virginia Beach, VA
Contact: mahsc.org; (757) 523-4734

January 26-27, 2009*
44th Annual PennDel Shade Tree Symposium
Lancaster Host Resort, Lancaster, PA
Contact: www.penndelisa.org

More almanac online!
For the most up to date calendar information, 

visit www.tcia.org�� news�� industry calendar

The CSRA Tree, Ornamental and Turf Seminar will take
place in Augusta, Georgia, January 7-11, 2009. Here, a
participant takes part in last year’s event.
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January 28, 2009*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional-CTSP Workshop
In conjunction with PennDel, Lancaster, PA
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; www.tcia.org

January 28, 2009 
MDA Updates: Meet the Pesticide Police
Bingham Farms, MI
Contact: MGIA (248) 646-4992, www.landscape.org

Jan 29-30, 2009
23rd Annual Think Trees Conference
Albuquerque Marriott Pyramid North, Albuquerque, NM
Contact: jviers@nmsu.edu; (505) 243-1386;
www.thinktreesnm.org

February 1-3, 2009*
Wisconsin Arborist Association Annual Conference
Green Bay, WI
Contact: Josh DePouw www.waa-isa.org

February 4-5, 2009*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional-CTSP Workshop
Portland, OR
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; www.tcia.org

February 4-6, 2009*
New England Grows
Boston Convention & Exhibition Center, 
Boston, MA
Contact: (508) 653-3009; www.NEGrows.org

February 5, 2009
MGIA 5th Annual Job Fair
Bingham Farms, MI
Contact: MGIA (248) 646-4992, www.landscape.org

February 8-12, 2009
Winter Management Conference 2009*
Westin & Sheraton Grand Bahama Island Our Lucaya
Resort, Bahamas
Contact: Deb Cyr 1-800-733-2622; cyr@tcia.org;
www.tcia.org

February 11-13, 2009
ISA Ontario Annual Meeting
London, ON
Contact: www.ISAONTARIO.com; 1-888-463-2316;
info@isaontario.com

February 22-24, 2009*
Ohio Tree Care Conference
Columbus, OH
Contact: www.ohiochapterisa.org

February 24-27, 2009
ASCA 2009 Consulting Academy
American Society of Consulting Arborists
Omni Jacksonville Hotel,
Jacksonville, FL
Contact: www.asca-consultants.org; (301) 947-0483

March 3-4, 2009
MGIA’S 22nd Annual Trade Show & Convention
Rock Financial Showplace, 
Novi, Michigan
Contact: MGIA (248) 646-4992; www.landscape.org

March 11-12, 2009*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional-CTSP Workshop
Manchester, NH
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; www.tcia.org

March 19, 2009 
Garden State Tree Conference Annual NJAISA
Conference and ISA Cert. Exam 
Cook Campus Ctr, Rutgers Univ., New Brunswick, NJ 
Contact: www.isa-arbor.com * Indicates that TCIA staff will be in attendance
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Appreciation for the content
of TCI magazine

I just wanted to express my gratitude for

your magazine. I find so many articles that

help my foresters assist not only with urban

forestry issues, but your articles concern-

ing chain saw safety, felling techniques,

etc. really cross over into our traditional

forestry and wildfire realms. 

I anticipate your magazine monthly and

ALWAYS find articles that I require my

foresters (six of them) to read and learn

from; and my 11 rangers always enjoy the

chain saw articles. 

Please know what it means to me and my

employees to continue to receive this mag-

azine. I brag on your magazine every

chance I get. I really enjoyed this month’s

(October 2008) article, “Precision Tree

Felling, Safety and Best Saw-Handling

Practices,” and will incorporate much of

the information into our saw training. 

Keep up the great work!

Brian Yager

District Forester, South Central District

Campbellsville, Kentucky

He moved the Hinkle Tree
We enjoyed your article “Storied Golf

Course Trees” in the August 2008 issue and

thought you might like to know that we did

the transplanting of the Hinkle tree.

Attached are some photos from the news-

paper article in 1979. We thought you

might find these interesting. If you would
like a current picture of this tree, we would

be happy to take a recent picture and send

it to you.

We really enjoyed reading the article. It

brought back memories. Thanks!

Steve McCollum

Floral City Tree Service

Monroe, Michigan
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The Hinkle tree, a spruce, as it looks today on the left
side of the 8th hole tee box, blocking the shot down the
17th fairway at Inverness Club. Courtesy of Steve
McCollum.

A newspaper clipping about the Hinkle tree from 1979.
The diagram at the top, from the St. Petersburg Times, is
cut off, but showed the shorter distance between tee and
green was closer to a straight line.

TCIA exists to help tree care businesses, you, do
business better. TCI magazine is one of the ways
we do that.

Q. What can you do to help us maintain our posi-
tion as the best magazine in the tree care
industry?
A. Fill out a subscription card for your FREE subscrip-
tion every year. (in every issue, and on this issue’s
cover wrap)

Q. Why?
A. It costs money to publish a high-quality maga-
zine. Advertising support enables us to provide you
the highest quality educational, scientific, business
and safety articles.

Q. How does filling out a subscription card help?
A. Advertisers look at the number of subscribers who
request the magazine by filling out a card. To them,
it means people are reading it.

Q. What if you don’t fill it out?
A. We don’t look as attractive to advertisers and they
may not support the magazine, and the quality of the
magazine suffers. Also, after three years you’ll be
dropped from the list.

Q. How often should you fill out the card?
A. Once a year would be best. Directly requesting the
magazine is the best way you can show advertisers
that you are actually reading the magazine. Doing
so every year shows them that you are reading it
regularly. We show them those numbers.

Q. So, will filling out the card once a year help TCI
keep you informed in countless ways that will
benefit your career and your business?
A. Yes.

Q. Can we make it any clearer?
A. You tell us.

Please help us help you keep enjoying TCI magazine!

Send letters and e-mails to 
Don Staruk at 

staruk@tcia.org or 
TCI, 136 Harvey Road - Ste 101,

Londonderry, NH 03053
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By Rick Howland

I
n the tree care business, the higher you

can go, the more money you can make.

The question is how to get there. 

There are booms, cranes and buckets for

sure. Each has a specialty, that is, applica-

tions for which they are best suited, as does

the growingly popular mini lift or spider-

type lift. 

There are dozens of sizes and types

available to the arborist, just in this mini-

lift class. While the “holy grail” in the lift

business – boom, bucket and mini – is

always higher lifts and broader reaches,

there are several differentiators

one needs to keep in mind

when shopping for or select-

ing a mini lift.

First among them, of course, is the max-

imum working height or lift. How high can

you actually go? Ask the right questions of

your dealer. What is the maximum lift of

the unit you are looking at? Ask yourself

what lift you really need for your business?

More to the point, what is the working

height you need? 

Same goes for working lateral reach. A

mini lift unit may have a measured reach,

but a different effective working reach,

especially when “loaded” with a worker.

Let’s say, for the sake of argument, that a

lift has a linear, overall reach of 100 feet

and an overall side reach of, say, 90 feet.

But the minute you add a bucket and work-

er, and thus weight, the effective lifts and

reaches can be very different.

Other considerations include your pref-

erence in mobility. How do you plan to get

around with your mini lift? Do you need a

tracked mini lift if you work in nasty ter-

rains, a wheeled lift for city and landscaped

locations, or is a trailer- or truck-mounted

lift sufficient.

For stability, are simple, straight tele-

scoping outriggers going to do the trick for

the work you’ll be doing or do you need

one with spider-like articulated outriggers

(that look like spider legs, hence the

moniker spider-lifts) for setting up on or

maneuvering on uneven terrain?

And then there are safety issues, such as

whether or not your business needs a mini-

lift that is dielectrically protected – which

means engineered to prevent electric shock

in the event you venture too close to a hot

power line. 

First, let’s agree that mini is a variable

term at best. There’s mini and then there

are smaller minis. If you do a lot of back-

yard work, you’ll need to see if the width

of your mini lift allows you to get it

through that standard garden or backyard

gate. You’d hate to invest more than

$50,000 to get at high, tight spaces only to

discover that you can’t actually drive your

40-plus-inch-wide “mini” to the work. It

happens.

Mike Hrycak is president of Italmec

USA/Tracked Lifts Inc. and a fellow tree

care professional himself on Long Island,

New York, with 20 years owning his own

tree care company. Hrycak says that, from

his perspective, the characteristics users

The Terex Mini-Arborist can be used for a variety of applications that require access into tight areas, but does just fine in
wide-open areas as well.
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find equally important with his units are

simplicity of design, safety and less

reliance on electronics. The sole importer

of Italmec lifts in the U.S., his company

carries many other brands as well, includ-

ing Tracked Lifts, Platform Baskets USA

and Omme Lift USA, a total of seven

tracked lifts and three trailer-mounted lifts.

Working heights range from 60 to 102 feet.

Prices range from $82,000 to about

$170,000, he says.

“When it comes to safety, vital compo-

nents in the Italmec are hidden – shielded

and tucked away from protruding and

falling objects,” Hrycak says. His point is

that having vital parts exposed makes a lift

prone to safety issues as well as higher

incidents of repair and maintenance and

therefore costs. 

Hrycak’s offerings also rely less on elec-

tronic controls than some other brands, he

says, and more on hydraulics. The operator

has more fine control with hydraulics than

with electronic controls, he says.

That said, in this age of increased fuel

economy with words like “hybrid” being

bandied about, Italmec is the only manu-

facturer he knows about to offer a true

hybrid mini lift, combining an internal

combustion engine (gasoline or diesel)

with a battery-powered operating system,

Hrycak says. 

“This is a true hybrid technology,” he

says, “with two independent, redundant

systems. One is powered by an engine, one

by a 24-volt battery system. When the

engine is in operation, it recharges the bat-

teries. When operating on battery, it uses

less fuel.” With a battery system, the lifts

can be used in confined spaces, including

indoors for indoor atrium work or add-on

jobs in the off-season. Then there’s the

issue of noise reduction on the job. 

NiftyLift has something new to offer the

industry at the end of this year – a 40-foot

(working reach) self-propelled lift with

outriggers. Jon Hedlund, national sales

manager, says the company is not ready to

release more than that at this time, but he

did offer that the new mini lift should

appeal to the tree care industry as a “little

sister” to the NiftyLift family now consist-

ing of both a 57- and 70-foot working

height mini lifts.

And Hedlund, as with Italmec, touts his

hydraulics.

“I think what sets us apart and why we

have done so well in the tree care industry

is that we use hydraulics 100 percent of the

time. Others use hydraulics controlled

electronically. Our NiftyLift machines use

hydraulics solely to raise the lift cylinders

all the time for all boom functions, which

results in complete hydraulic boom control

at all times,” Hedlund says.

One of the arguments we heard repeat-

edly about the hydraulic approach is that

hydraulics tend to diminish sudden and

jerky movements, especially at full exten-

sion, resulting in a smoother, more precise

and closer-in maneuvering. “We provide

fully proportional hydraulic controls. In the

crotch of a tree, the operator can feather the

hydraulics more than with electronics,”

Hedlund maintains.

Hedlund also touts the light weight of his

lifts while they maintain the capacity to

reach up, out and over with a 500-pound

capacity at full lift or reach. His advice to

prospective mini lift buyers is to look at not

only the basket capacity, but also the

capacity of the rig at full extension and out-

reach. 

He added that NiftyLift makes trailer-
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The Omme tracked lifts’ variable spread outriggers and deployment ability on slopes up to 22 degrees provide a safe work
configuration even in difficult conditions.

Omme tracked lifts come in working heights of 76 feet,
88 feet and 102 feet.
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mounted and self-driven systems, both

wheeled and tracked. “NiftyLift pioneered

the wheeled lift with outriggers,” he adds. 

In these days of high fuel costs, one

thing to keep in mind, Hedlund says, will

be the weight of your mini lift and the cost

to transport and operate it. NiftyLift prices

range from $12,000 to more than

$100,000.

Jeff Bailey, president of Man and

Material Lift Engineering, says that what is

important to the buyer and to the user is to

“have a combination of features, and to

explore a very stiff lift structure and boom

assembly, especially when at 50, 60 and 70

feet and when pushing against something

like a tree. You want to make sure the

boom won’t swing side to side.”

While some competitors fabricate their

mini-lift boom of aluminum or a compos-

ite material, “We make ours of a thin but

high-strength steel for rigidity,” Bailey

says. 

Part of the mini-lift equation is to be able

to get the right elements of reach, lift,

strength, heft, rigidity and physical specs

for the job. “It’s one thing to make a good

lift, and another thing to be able to get it

into the backyard, skinny enough to get it

through that garden gate. We are about the

smallest you can get at 34 inches wide,”

Bailey says, “small enough to get through

a standard single door or gate and into tight

areas.”

Bailey talks a lot about advanced tech-

nology. “Many lifts were designed years

ago and haven’t changed substantially.

Ours were updated recently with the latest

off-the-shelf American technology brands,

for example our computer-based micro

processors, both on the ground and in the

mini lift platform, give the user continuous

feedback of everything from his or her

position to whether or not all parts of the
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Nifty Lift’s SD64, shown here, will have a new sibling by
the end of 2008, a 40-foot (working reach) self-propelled
mini-lift.
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lift are working correctly. Where other

manufacturers might have only a flashing

(light), we have continuous display read-

outs to tell you what percentage of battery

lift is left, the level of the unit, etcetera.” 

“Our product is built and serviced with

U.S. parts,” Bailey adds.

Things to consider, according to Bailey,

include light weight to get the mini lift on

and off a trailer and to move around, and, if

your work includes the high wire act, to

ensure that your mini lift includes the

option of an insulation package.

Right now, Man and Material Lift

Engineering offers a trailer mounted unit

and a mix of self-propelled wheeled ver-

sions. Bailey says the company is in the

process of designing a 65-foot, insulated,

tracked unit expected to hit the market in

the first half of 2009

“We are a niche manufacturer. We make

some of our own lifts from the ground up

and some have insulation packages. We

also have insulation packages we put on

JLG and Genie lifts – insulation packages

that interface with their computers. In

some JLG machines, we put in fiber-optic

insulating control systems for the fiber-

glass bucket boom assembly and also in the

Genie Z50 trailer lift,” Bailey adds.

Terry VanConant is marketing manager

for Terex Utilities, the Terex business seg-

ment that supplies mini lifts to the tree care

industry. “We do things a little differently,”

he says. “We utilize an existing piece of

equipment we have been supplying to the

utilities business, the LT Series, which is

used primarily as a troubleshooter boom

especially in tight spots you’ll find in met-

ropolitan areas. We mount that boom on a

carrier built by Skylift USA in Cleveland.

We build the boom from the ground up. Its

performance is proven. And it’s dielectri-

cally safe,” VanConant says. 

“That’s a big issue when operating in

back yards in residential areas. Other units

built as backyard machines might reach
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NiftyLift makes trailer-mounted and self-driven systems, both wheeled, such as the SD50 shown here being moved in a
maintenance yard by a mechanic, and tracked units.

ReachMaster’s jib articulation system operates like an elbow, versus a straight boom, enabling the user to reach into
areas a straight boom cannot. Shown here is their model LL63.

ReachMaster’s lifts are narrow enough to go thru a stan-
dard door or gate and able to maneuver on uneven
surfaces, stabilizing at the worksite with spider-type out-
riggers.
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higher heights or work up to 50 to 70 feet,

but in many cases they are not dielectrical-

ly proven safe in the field, likely fabricated

from steel. So users, if they are going into

a backyard working around lines, cutting

or taking down trees near utility lines,

might not be able to use them properly due

to the safety issue,” he explains

“By taking a well-proven unit in the

electrical industry and making it into a

backyard unit through the use of the Skylift

carrier, we are able to get this utility boom

in. The limitation, of course, is the working

height of about 44 feet,” VanConant says,

“but that will account for about 80 percent

of all residential trimming or takedowns.”

He says the mini’s upper boom is a glass

fiber construction to deliver significant

strength and to keep the lift dielectrically

safe around power lines. 

Katherine Bourne, marketing manager at

ReachMaster, says the company will be

adding to its line of LightLifts, the

ReachMaster models popular among tree

care workers, with the third model in the

series to debut at TCI EXPO this month in

Milwaukee. Each unit is track-based, pow-

ered by either a gasoline or diesel engine

and featuring a parallel electrical system

for indoor/outdoor operation. The 46- and

63-foot-working-height units will be

joined by the new 76-footer. 

“We believe these are the most afford-

able lifts in the class,” Bourne says. 

“One of the reasons the LightLifts are so

popular with tree care professionals,” she

says, “is the potential for off-season work,

such as holiday decorating for buildings.”

She says that the jib articulation system

(it operates like an elbow, versus a straight

boom) enables the user to reach into areas

a straight boom cannot. The LightLifts,

which can be used for one or two persons

at a time, are lightweight, starting at about

3,000 pounds on the low end and 6,600

pounds for the largest. Bourne says that

light weight means any of the three can be

loaded easily onto most trucks or trailers.

They’re narrow enough to go thru a stan-

dard door or gate and able to maneuver on

uneven surfaces, stabilizing at the worksite

with spider-type outriggers.

“We believe these are the most afford-

able lifts in the class,” Bourne says, adding

that the 46-footer is priced at $57,000, the

40 TREE CARE INDUSTRY – NOVEMBER 2008

Extreme Access Solutions carries the Teupen brand lifts, such as this tracked 76-foot LEO23GT with its articulating and
telescoping boom and its articulated spider-like outrigger.

While getting through the backyard gate is a big advan-
tage of mini lifts, vertically adjustable tracks for stability
on hilly terrain and the ability of the bucket to rotate up
to 180 degrees are also things to look for.
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63-footer at $83,600. The new unit will be

showcased with new pricing at TCI EXPO. 

Lenny Polonski is president of Extreme

Access Solutions, formerly Teupen

America. The name, he says, was changed

to better reflect the company’s mission. 

“The most popular Teupen model right

now in tree care is the tracked 76-foot

LEO23GT with its articulating and tele-

scoping boom and its articulated

spider-like outriggers,” Polonski says. 

“What’s new,” he explains, “is a package

designed specifically for the tree industry.

Among the components of the $3,850

optional package are 60 percent more

power (larger Kubota diesel engines and

larger track motors) for climbing, new and

updated computers for faster boom opera-

tion, new onboard system diagnostics with

an LCD screen, more reliable electronics

and more steel protection.”

Polonski says that if he were to advise an

arborist as to what to look for in a mini lift,

he’d suggest vertically adjustable tracks for

stability on hilly terrain, the ability of the

bucket to rotate up to 180 degrees, and

rugged construction. 

They may still be called mini-lifts, but

they’re anything but small when it comes

to being able to get you to the work. And,

as good as you may be, you can’t get the

job done until you get to it.
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Extreme Access Solutions offers a package for the tree care industry that includes 60 percent more power for climbing,
new and updated computers for faster boom operation and new onboard system diagnostics with an LCD screen.
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By Mark E. Battersby

T
he fourth quarter of the year is

when many publicly-traded com-

panies prop up their performance

records to show more favorable year-end

results. Many tree care professionals also

“cook the books” for their smaller, more

closely-held businesses, taking advantage

of the tax rules for year-end equipment

acquisitions.

Whether you are thinking about tax sav-

ings or merely in the market for new

equipment, the end of the year is a good

time to consider acquiring that equipment.

Most tree care businesses will benefit from

a full year’s worth of write-offs with only a

month or two of payments, limiting the

actual cash outlay for that new equipment

while, at the same time, generating signifi-

cant tax deductions for the 2008 tax year.

By waiting until January (for most of us

using a calendar year), you will miss the

current year’s Section 179 deduction – a

whopping write-off for up to $250,000 in

newly acquired equipment. Plus, there is

also a 50-percent bonus depreciation

deduction available for the purchase of

qualifying property.

Year-end tax savings

A year-end tax strategy is simple in the-

ory: take maximum advantage of tax

deductions in years when taxable income is

high and defer as many deductions as

legally possible in those years when

income is down. Others achieve year-end

tax savings using a simple formula: defer

as much income as possible to the coming

year, while making as many purchases as

possible in the current year. Making the

most of either formula requires constant

tax awareness but, remember, taxes should

not be the only reason for equipment acqui-

sitions.

One of the most obvious strategies for

small-business owners is to purchase

equipment, furniture, office and other fix-

tures and equipment – even business

vehicles – near the end of the calendar year

rather than waiting until the following year.

Year-end purchases can often be expensed

and written off or deducted from the tax

bill for the current year. This means a tree

care business – or a business owner – in the

25-percent tax bracket can effectively

reduce the cost of those year-end purchas-

es by 25-percent within just a few months.

Section 179

Among the rebates and business incen-

tives of the Economic Stimulus Act of

2008, signed into law earlier this year, was

a provision that almost doubled the amount

of deductible Section 179 expensing for

2008, to $250,000. At the same time, the

threshold for reducing that write-off

increased to $800,000. Unfortunately, it

applies only to property purchased and

placed in service in 2008.

Before the law changes, a tree care busi-

ness could deduct or “expense” up to

$128,000 of the cost of depreciable busi-

ness assets for 2008. If the cost of qualified

property placed in service during the year

was more than $510,000, the ceiling for

that business is reduced, dollar-for-dollar,

by the amount over the applicable limit.

The new, temporary rules make no

changes to the general rules for the types of

property that are eligible for expensing.

Generally, the property must be tangible or

real property used in the trade or business

and eligible for depreciation. The property

must be used more than 50-percent for

business, as well as have been newly pur-

chased.

Although a more complete list of eligible

Section 179 property is available in IRS

publications or their Web site

(www.irs.gov), generally, computers, tele-

phones, telephone systems, copiers, office

furniture and other equipment and property

acquired for business purposes and used in

a tree care business qualify. Investment

property does not, of course qualify for

depreciation purposes, let alone the Section

179 write-off.

Branch Office

TCI EXPO in Milwaukee could be a good time to buy to take advantage of year-end tax breaks.
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A “bonus” for 2008

Early in 2008, Congress resurrected

bonus depreciation as part of the so-called

“rebate” law changes in an effort to encour-

age business investment. The new law

provides qualifying taxpayers 50-percent

bonus depreciation of the adjusted basis of

qualifying property – but only for that

acquired in 2008.

To claim bonus depreciation, property

must be (1) eligible for basic depreciation

(the modified accelerated cost recovery sys-

tem, or MACRS) with a depreciation period

of 20 years or less, (2) computer software

(off-the-shelf), or (3) qualified leasehold

property. And, once again the property must

be purchased and placed in service during

2008.

Borrow or lease

Will the new equipment be purchased

with borrowed funds? Or would it be more

advantageous for the tree care operation to

lease? 

Leasing might mean losing the tax bene-

fits of first-year, Section 179 write-offs as

well as the 50-percent bonus depreciation

allowance. Instead, the tree care business

gets an immediate tax deduction for all lease

payments. Also remember, under some cir-

cumstances and with certain types of

equipment, the full amount of the equipment

purchase may be deducted in the first year.

The cost-reducing tax advantages under

either the financing or the leasing option

depend heavily on the situations of both the

tree care business and its owner. By no

means, however, should the decision be

based solely on the first-year, out-of-pocket

outlays.

Whether the tree care operation will ben-

efit from newly-acquired equipment at

year-end or, indeed, whether it will have the

profits to take full advantage of year-end tax

breaks and can afford the out-of-pocket

expenditures necessary to buy or lease that

equipment will only become apparent as the

end of the tax year approaches.

Up front/Out of Pocket

With a loan, a typical down payment is

usually required. Most lenders ask for at

least 10-percent or more of the purchase

price as a down payment, although some

lenders may require more. However, when

planning a year-end equipment acquisition

via the purchase route, why not investigate

seller-provided financing?

A large institutional lender is financing

those purchases based on the tree care busi-

ness’s financial history and prospects.

Should the operation fail to repay the bor-

rowed funds, the financial institution would,

of course, take possession of the equipment.

But what would it do with the repossessed

equipment and at what price?

Dealer, manufacturer or seller financing

might in some cases be more expensive, but

the up-front money is usually less. After all,

should an equipment buyer default, the sell-

er is in an excellent position to re-sell the

repossessed equipment and can accomplish

this far more efficiently and at a lower cost

than a financial institution.

Acquiring equipment under a lease

arrangement also involves certain up-front
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costs. The first and last lease payments

may, for example, be required to enter into

the lease. Although, in some cases, it may

be possible to enter into a lease arrange-

ment without an upfront payment,

generally any advance payments required

on a lease are less than a comparable loan

down payment.

Particularly important today are interest

rates. Although traditional loans are gener-

ally harder to obtain, interest rates are

historically low. With a loan, the interest

rate is the cost of borrowing money and

explicitly stated in the loan agreement.

With a lease, the implicit finance charge is

rarely disclosed.

In fact, because of the way a lease is

structured, it may be difficult to determine

the interest rate. In some cases, a number

of equal lease payments are due up front,

plus the monthly payments over the term,

plus a lump-sum payment at the end of the

lease. Because the amounts of the lease

payment are different, it is more difficult to

determine the actual interest rate charged

for a lease. But ask!

More than more

Arborists and other tree care profession-

als operating their businesses as limited

liability companies (LLCs), S corporations

or partnerships may be able to utilize a

Section 179 deduction, the 50-percent

bonus depreciation or other tax breaks on

both the business entity’s taxes and their

personal taxes. It should also be remem-

bered that many states restrict some

deductions, so consulting a qualified pro-

fessional is important.

Discounted prices to move more servic-

es, postponed payments to vendors and/or

suppliers, stepped up collection efforts as

well as other fourth-quarter “gamesman-

ship” can contribute to a banner year on the

books. But, just who is the arborist or tree

care business owner trying to impress?

Real, long-term savings come from a

reduced tax bill. And, the best way to

reduce that tax bill, especially in 2008, is

year-end equipment acquisitions.

This year, in addition to the benefits of a

full year’s depreciation with only a month

or two of payments, tree care businesses

can further lower their actual tax outlays

using the soon-to-expire tax breaks created

by the so-called “rebate” tax law passed

earlier this year.

By waiting until January (again, for most

of us using a calendar year) you will miss

the current year’s Section 179 deduction –

a whopping first-year write-off of up to

$250,000 in newly acquired equipment.

Plus, there is the 50-percent “bonus” dep-

recation deduction available for the

purchase of qualifying property.

Year-end equipment purchases are defi-

nitely the way to go. Or, perhaps leasing is

a more viable strategy. Either way, needed

equipment added to the tree care business

before the end of the tax year can be

rewarding.

Mark Battersby is a freelance business
writer from Ardmore, Pennsylvania.
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By Ted Shoemaker

A
rboricultural work carries a high

risk of injury. The British Health

& Safety Executive (HSE), which

is their version of OSHA, estimates that

fatal and major incidence rates for arbori-

culture are at least double those of the

construction industry. Studies carried out in

the U.S. have rendered a similar picture. A

number of European arborists are taking

measures to reduce these dangers in sever-

al aspects of the daily work in the industry,

including a particular focus on the stresses

climbers and rigging put on trees.

The threats are particularly acute in rig-

ging operations used in the dismantling of

trees, when it is dangerous or unwise to

allow cut sections to fall freely. Rigging

methods have developed in recent years

from “traditional” techniques, which uti-

lized ropes in conjunction with only the

natural features of the tree, to more

advanced techniques that, in addition to

rope, use a wide variety of specially

designed tools and equipment. 

During a rigging operation, the ropes,

blocks, pulleys and the tree itself interact in

complex ways that are not fully under-

stood. Concerns have been raised that

some practitioners in the industry may be

using equipment and techniques without a

full appreciation of either the forces gener-

ated or the limitations of the hardware

and/or tree. The loads generated are not

easy to quantify and can vary dramatically,

depending not only on the mass of the sec-

tion and the rigging set-up, but also on the

tree’s species and condition. The same is

true for the strength of rigging systems,

which depend on the structural integrity of

their components as well as their appropri-

ate configuration.

In view of this, the Forestry Commission

of Great Britain and the HSE, as part of an

Injury Reduction Program, granted a con-

tract in 2006 for the assessment of rigging

methods used in the U.K. Principle con-
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During the work climb event in a climbing competition, all climbers have to carry out a series of tasks while anchored at the same branch in a tree. Their different climbing styles, ropes
and friction knots provide a wealth of data for studying the loads generated at the anchor point. Photo courtesy of Andreas Detter.
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tracting firms were Treevolution Ltd of the

UK and Brudi & Partner TreeConsult in

Germany, but they were supported

throughout all work phases by Chris

Cowell from Treemagineers, (an associa-

tion of working arborists based in Scotland

that strives to develop techniques, safety

practices and, occasionally, products for

tree care operations) and Paul Howard

from ArBO, a German tree care company.

The rigging research comprised a review

of available literature and both laboratory

and field tests to collect information on a

number of issues related to carrying out a

safe rigging operation, such as the strength

of branches used as temporary anchor

points in trees. Because of the scarcity of

information available when the study start-

ed, winching tests were performed on

standing trees. Branches and limbs up to 12

inches in diameter were loaded to fracture.

Various mechanical properties were deter-

mined by analyzing the data generated. 

Financing provided by the TREE Fund

helped to extend the scope of this study,

making additional tests in the laboratory

possible, according to Andreas Detter,

principal with Brudi & Partner

TreeConsult. “Several other researchers

are currently looking into this matter, and it

seems that our knowledge of natural

anchor points will be much more extensive

in the near future,” says Detter.

The researchers also recommended pro-

cedures for visually inspecting a tree for

possible dangers, and for an estimation of

the weight of sections to be cut. There were

also evaluations of previous data on the

weakening of rope because of knots made

when it is attached to logs or stems. This

data had been acquired in a joint project by

Samson and ArborMaster. In that context,

they also recommended that rigging sys-

tems be designed so that the rope is the

weakest link. 

“In the case of failure of an item of

equipment other than the rope, the rope

could turn any failed hardware component

into a deadly projectile. That is not to say

that the recoil of a failed rope is without

risk, but it may well be the lesser of two

evils,” state the authors of the rigging

research in their final report (soon avail-

able at www.hse.gov.uk and

www.tree-consult.org).

Arborist safety is a matter of primary

concern to Detter, who participated in the

British study. In a subsequent study, Detter

investigated the strength of used rigging

ropes. Arborists usually attempt to deter-

mine whether a rope’s strength is

compromised by visually inspecting ropes

for signs of defects. Yet, when comparing

the results of such inspections to the actual

strength lost by 20 used rigging ropes, no

reliable correlation between the state of the

rope and strength could be found. It seems

that an appropriate estimate of strength is

possible only through keeping track of the

load history. That is why it is important to

incorporate sufficient safety factors and

discard ropes that were exposed to exces-

sive forces, especially shock loading.

Along with Chris Cowell of the

Chris Cowell with the TreeQinetic® forcemeter, positioned at the anchor point during the ITCC work climb event in Saint
Louis. Photo courtesy of Andreas Detter.

An example of a climbing system where two sides of the
system are separated. Photo courtesy of Chris Cowell.
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Treemagineers, Detter also took advantage

of the recent International Tree Climbing

Championship at St. Louis to make a study

of climbing forces exerted by climbers on
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An example of a climbing system with a single point of
attachment to the harness. Photo courtesy of Chris
Cowell.

From left, Chris Cowell, Lothar Göcke and Andreas Detter. Göcke and Detter are holding the load cell/ forcemeter used to
measure anchor loads. Photo courtesy of Melissa Duffy.
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anchor points in trees. 

“The setting was ideal. The 50 climbers

from different continents, all of whom vol-

unteered to have their climb monitored,

created a wealth of data based on a variety

of different climbing styles, ropes and fric-

tion knots. And all the action was confined

to a single tree,” says Cowell. 

They were supported by Lothar Göcke

of Argus Electronics, Germany, who pro-

vided all the instrumentation and operated

it. They used 1) a load cell (forcemeter) to

constantly measure the forces borne at the

climbing anchor point, and 2) a high reso-

lution strain gauge (elastometer) to

measure deformation in the marginal fibers

of the branch serving as the main anchor

point. Both instruments transmitted their

data to the ground by radio. 

Also, Ted McLaughlin of McLaughlin

Tree Service of Memphis, Tennessee, used

a digital camcorder to record climber

actions that led to loads and the tree’s reac-

tion to them. All climbers were also
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Chris Cowell and his colleague from

Treemagineers, Mark Bridge, already

have an impressive history of investi-

gating topics related to arborist safety.

They played a major part in the rigging

research, and made several investiga-

tions on safety issues. In a recent study,

they looked at the strength of carabiners

when loaded in two suboptimal config-

urations: 1) girth hitched around a

branch or stem for work positioning,

and 2) multiple or wide attachments

within the top of a carabiner (see illus-

tration).

While these configurations are not

approved (and sometimes specifically

prohibited) by manufacturers, some

climbing arborists use equipment in

An investigative record

An example of multi-point wide loading of a carabiner.
Photo courtesy of Chris Cowell.(Continued on page 53)
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weighed while they were still wearing their

gear in order to compare masses and corre-

late them to the forces exerted. The data

collection was sponsored by TCIA mem-

bers Dwayne Neustaeter of Arboriculture

Canada Training & Education, Ltd. and

Scott Prophet of North American Training

Solutions. 

“We monitored the loads that 50

climbers, male and female, generated at the

anchor point during the work climb event,”

says Detter. “The results seemed reassuring

to us: Only in very few cases, more than

1.6 kN was recorded, equal to about 160 kg

mass (350 pounds) – that’s about the

weight of two average persons. Many

climbers hardly put more force on the

anchor point than their own body weight:

the peak force for one female climber

exceeded her body’s weight by as little as

16 percent; one male competitor added

only 25 percent to his weight. Great peaks

occurred when climbers suddenly stopped

in the course of a jump or traverse, or as

someone occasionally slipped off a wet

branch. Those are scenarios Chris and I

would like to study in more detail.” 

Detter and Cowell are now seeking fund-

ing for the evaluation of the St. Louis

study. This should 1) enable a comparison

of the information already available on the

strength of branches to the typical loads in

standard climbing situations; and 2) deter-

mine peak loads generated from particular

climbing actions. This information can

result in recommendations for greater

arborist safety and may pave the way for

future studies, especially with regard to

forces generated from fall/slip scenarios in

a tree. 

Ted Shoemaker is a freelance writer liv-
ing in Germany.Please circle 44 on Reader Service Card
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The TreeQinetic® strainmeter used to record a branch’s
reaction when used as an anchor point. Photo courtesy
of Andreas Detter.
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these configurations daily. For alterna-

tive solutions to avoid

misconfigurations, visit Treemagineers

Web site at www.treemagineers.com.

Cowell also made a study of ascent

and ascenders. He has systematically

identified different phases of ascent and

determined the likely hazards for

arborists. A large test series has studied

the compatibility of ascenders with their

neighboring components. The results of

those test and all Treemagineers testing

can also be found on their Web site. 

Earlier, Bridge looked at forces that

occur if a climber slips during ascent on

an access rope. This led two other

arborists to investigate the effect that

new high-molecular weight fibers, such

as Dyneema (a strong polyethylene fiber

by a company called DSM) or Spectra

(Allied Signal’s Spectra® Fiber), would

have in such cases. Jelte Buddingh and

Christian Kruck found that Dyneema

rope has the advantage of being strong,

low stretch and one-third lighter than the

more commonly used polyester ropes.

When knotted however, Dyneema broke

under a lesser weight than did polyester,

and it lost more of its strength after

shock-loading events.

Bridge has also been very active in

developing user-friendly protocols for

arborists in the field. His work has

resulted in profusely illustrated pocket

guides in German and English for the

systematic analysis and processing of

both risk assessment and rescue scenar-

ios.

Investigative history

At right, Risk Assessment and Rescue pocket guides
developed for field workers by Mark Bridge. Photo
courtesy of Chris Cowell. Photo courtesy of
Treemagineers.

(Continued from page 51)
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By David McMaster

I
n January 2008, students from the

John Bowne High School in Flushing,

Queens, New York, took cuttings from

a 100-year-old historic European cut-leaf

beech tree located in Central Park. The

beech tree was the first New York City tree

to have bud-wood taken as part of a coop-

erative effort among New York City Parks

and Recreation (NYCPR), the TREE Fund,

the John Bowne School and private indus-

try to clone more than 25 of the city’s most

historically significant trees.

This summer, Schichtel’s Nursery in

Oregon reported that the beech tree cut-

tings were successfully growing on the

under stock that they were grafted to in

January. These trees will be grown in the

Oregon nursery until NYCPR is ready to

plant them as part of the City’s Million

Tree Project 

The TREE Fund has been working with

the John Bowne School to develop a cur-

riculum that would follow the progress of

the cloning process and would evolve into

a multi-disciplinary program, incorporat-

ing many academic elements. To assist in

the curriculum development, the TREE

Fund is writing grant submissions to the

U.S.D.A. Forest Service. An additional

$30,000 in matching funds is needed to

qualify for the Forest Service grant.

Donations towards this project from indus-

try businesses and individuals would

strengthen the TREE Fund’s proposal. If

successful, this multi-disciplinary curricu-

lum could be used in other

agricultural-based high schools throughout

the country.

The proposed expansion of the John

Bowne School’s Plant Science program

would include the gathering of bud-wood,

by students, from historic trees that are

growing in Queens and around the school.

The students would graft the bud-wood

onto under stock and grow them in their

greenhouse to produce genetically identi-

cal “clones” of these hardy historic trees.

Ultimately, the cloned trees would end up

in the school’s Grow Out Center, which

supplies trees for Arbor Day to other

schools and civic groups in the City. In the

proposed curriculum, students would study

about the historical significance of these

plants in their Social Studies classes.

Writing skills would be used to describe

the lineage of these plants and literature or

poetry verses about trees could be studied

and written. 

John Bowne’s current campus dates

back to 1964. The school has a multi-acre

Land Lab that is used in the production of

food crops, landscape demonstration plots,

small and large animal care, and floricul-

ture. The Land Lab also has an orchard and

the school is in the process of replacing the

orchard with new disease-resistant trees. In

keeping with the historical tree theme, the

school plans on cloning some of the more

desirable trees to be included in the new

orchard planting.

The TREE Fund’s partnership with John

Bowne School demonstrates the TREE

Fund’s commitment to the spirit of the

Robert Felix Education Endowment Fund.

This historic tree cloning curriculum

would provide students with an exciting

opportunity to learn about trees and the

environment, which may lead them to

become arborists after graduation.

Please support the TREE Fund in this

educational project and help us continue to

make progress in advancing knowledge in

the field of arboriculture and urban

forestry. Your cash gift demonstrates

industry support of this program. Visit

www.treefund.org and donate today!

David McMaster is vice president/divi-
sion manager with Bartlett Tree Experts and
vice president of the TREE Fund board.

Tree Research and Education
Endowment Fund, 552 S. Washington St.,
Suite 109, Naperville, IL 60540; (630)
369-8300.
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TREE Fund

A clone from the 100-year-old cut-leafed beech sampled
by the John Bowne School students in Central Park.

At the bud-wood collection event in January 2008 were,
from left, TREE Fund Vice President David McMaster,
NYCPR’s Matthew Wells, Ken Karp of Bartlett Tree Expert
Co. (who provided the aerial lift) and TREE Fund Executive
Director Janet Bornancin.
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By Jack Phillips

I
am fully aware of the dangers of

anthropomorphisms (projecting human

characteristics or traits onto animals or

plants) when speaking of trees and of being

misunderstood as promoting sentimental

spiritualities that glean life lessons from

trees. After all, many harmful tree practices

have resulted from imposing human char-

acteristics on trees; failing to grasp the

nature of tree systems can lead one to work

against trees, rather than with them.

Nonetheless, for trees, there is a certain

way of being a tree in this world, shaped by

natural selection and passed from genera-

tion to generation. Alex Shigo referred to

this as the “intelligence of tree systems,”

an ancient and ever-adaptive biological

wisdom.

Trees have thrived in the earth commu-

nity for more than 235 million years and

have become some of the most successful

and longest living inhabitants on the plan-

et. Grasping some knowledge of their inno-

vation and wisdom makes one a better

planter and pruner. And this wisdom does-

n't stop there, for in addition to thinking

about how trees live, we also must consid-

er what they mean in the human

community. After all, the primary reason

we pursue the culture of trees is because

we need to live with them. As a humanities

professor, I used symbolic trees to teach

about the wisdom of ancient cultures. Now

I find these images useful for exploring the

ancient wisdom of trees.

Wisdom’s tree

Long before baseball bats, an ancient ash

was put to good use suspending the earth.

The ancient Scandinavians named the wis-

dom tree Yggdrasil, the cosmic tree that

grew from the bosom of the earth to form

the axis of the world. Three goddess sis-

ters, Past, Present and Future, tended and

watered it day and night while its leaves

and tender new shoots sustained all manner

of mythic herbivores. Odin, the god of wis-

dom, sat high in the canopy with an eagle

and a serpent as companions. From this

vantage point he was able to survey and
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We must learn to work with trees, not against them. Live oaks in Charleston, S.C. park. Photo by Jack Phillips.

Yggdrasil, the World Tree. From “Northern Antiquities,”
an English translation of the prose “Edda” from 1847.
Believed to be painted by Oluf Olufsen Bagge.
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rule the entire world, kept aloft by the con-

stant generation of newly sprouting shoots

and leaves sustained by the waters of life

and the vigilant care of the sisters. 

In addition to the obvious ecological

meaning, the symbolic power of this tree,

like that of sacred trees the world over,

comes from very solid botanical themes:

constant generation, unparalleled strength

and seemingly endless longevity. It is

important to distinguish between genera-

tion and regeneration; lost parts are not

replaced. New cells are grown in new loca-

tions. They replace the lost functions of

dead cells, which continue to provide

structural strength. Yggdrasil held up the

world of ancient peoples by the evolution-

ary wisdom of wood, the constant

generation of new life over an older core of

increasing strength.

Biologists have placed the dawn of

woody wisdom prior to the Carboniferous

Period. More than 235 million years ago,

dry earth was covered with soil (containing

elements from exploded stars) and plants

originating from the seas. Some of these

plants developed a certain rigidity that

allowed them to gather solar energy both

literally and figuratively above other plant

forms. My students have heard me describe

trees as “plants that are especially good at

combining stardust with sunlight to make

pancake syrup.” Superior rigidity made it

possible for trees to capture huge amounts

of solar energy and transform it into sub-

stances that make life for themselves, and

for all of us, possible. 

Trees are not a certain type or category

of plant, but a strategy. For example, in the

wooded area across the road from my

home grows little scurf-pea (Psoralea
spp.), black locust (Robinia pseudo-
acacia) and bur oak (Quercus
macrocarpa). The scurf-pea is an herba-

ceous perennial growing to a maximum

height of just a few inches, whereas the

locust and oak are not herbaceous plants

and obviously grow to gigantic proportions

compared to the little pea. But the scurf-

pea and the locust are closely related as

members of the same family (Fabaceae),

while the oak, though similar in appear-

ance and woodiness to the locust, is a

distant cousin from a different family

(Fagaceae). Members of many plant fami-

lies are woody, compartmented species

while other members of those families

have survived as herbaceous perennials or

annuals.

Wood is a botanical wonder. It transports

and stores energy, water and essential ele-

ments, supports an ever-growing mass and

provides a defensive framework. Sapwood

consists of living cells (those containing

protoplasm) and heartwood consists of

nonliving cells that continue to give struc-

tural support. All of these functions are

regulated by the symplast, the network of

living cells connected by thin threads of

material called plasmodesmata. 

Order is maintained through constant

movement within the system. Energy and

information move through the symplast

while water, elements and food (photosyn-

thate) move through the tree system by

means of vessels in sapwood (xylem) and

inner bark (phloem). The stability of trees

is the result of a dynamic and ever-chang-

ing system.

The wisdom of wood was known in

ancient times. Yggdrasil, the perennial axis

of the earth and earthly wisdom, was not

diminished in strength or vitality despite

constant defoliation and the weight of the

world. And it was not Odin, lord of the

canopy, who guarded this tree; it was the

vigilant sisters who tended the roots. The

old Scandinavians appear to have been

Trees live with ancient wisdom. Bur oak in Sarpy Co. Nebraska. 
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good arborists because they knew that

functional stability is sustained by a

healthy root system and the movement of

water, elements and energy into and

throughout the compartmented system.

Generations of growth and survival

The constant generative activity is some-

times explained by the “skin-core” model,

which simply teaches that every growing

season produces a new living layer of tis-

sue over an older, static core. This growth

follows the pattern laid out in previous

years as seen in tree “rings.” One might say

that each spring an old tree is not reborn,

but a new tree is grown over and supported

by an older tree. New layers of cells are

generated and differentiated by the cambi-

um, a filmy organ that is merely one cell in

thickness located between the most recent

ring and bark. This process and pattern was

the Carboniferous innovation that allowed

trees to capture solar energy high above

competing plants, and to become the sym-

bol of both stability and renewal for the

human community yet to come.

We can think of tree rings as the largest

unit of compartmented growth, but they are

not actually rings but layers that look like

rings in cross-section. In this regard, trees

are “multiple plants,” as each new layer of

cells covers and envelops each previous

layer, creating a concentric pattern. Smaller

compartments are formed by cells in longi-

tudinal sheets that make rays that bisect the

concentric rings, like spokes of a wheel.

The smallest compartments are the cells

themselves. The rigid cell walls of cellu-

lose and lignin give the entire tree its

strength by virtue of complex organization,

providing not only the first order of growth

but also the first line of defense. All of

these compartments create, in Shigo’s

words, a “maze of cellular walls” that deter

the spread of pathogens (Shigo 1984).

Compartmented growth makes compart-

mentalization of decay possible. According

to Shigo and many others, compartmental-

ization is the “framework” for defense. The

potential for infection by decay-causing

fungi and other pests and pathogens comes

with every injury or wound. Trees survive

by effective strategies of boundary-setting

in response to wounding. These boundaries

are formed by an antimicrobial chemical

layer that is integrated into existing com-

partments and boundaries in wood, and the

production of special barrier cells by the

cambium. Decay is compartmentalized by

this process, restricted to wood present at

the time of wounding. This strategy is not

always completely successful, but without

it trees would not survive a lifetime of

injuries and infections caused by pests,

storms, machines and the periodic shed-

ding of limbs and other parts (Smith 2006). 

Wise tree care

Compartmentalization is also the frame-

work for sound tree care. Trees respond in

some way to almost anything we do to

them, and our work should be guided by

their ancient ways. This holds true for

every aspect of arboriculture.

For example, it has been long under-

stood that collars at the base of branches

should be preserved when pruning. A

boundary is naturally formed when a

branch is damaged or lost. In fact, the shed-

ding of parts (such as branches, leaves or

fruit) is an active process. A boundary is

formed between the dysfunctional part and

healthy tissue, and this process – like every

active process – requires energy. The collar
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Cross section of bur oak showing compartmented growth.
Photo by Alex Shigo.
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is a special zone where chemical and phys-

ical barriers form, and the pruning cut

should not deprive the tree of the means to

defend itself. 

In addition to the energy demands of self

defense, the energy-storage function is lost

when cells are chemically altered to resist

the spread of pathogens. These dead cells

continue to provide a structural function

(similar in this respect to heartwood), but

no longer store energy or perform the other

functions of live cells. In addition, poten-

tial energy capture and photosynthesis is

diminished through the loss of leaves when

live branches are pruned. 

The same is true for roots. With prun-

ing comes decreased function and

increased demand. Trees with bound,

damaged or severed roots face great

challenges made even greater by obsta-

cles of burlap and steel. Trying to correct

a defective or poorly developed root sys-

tem by pruning is seldom successful.

Fertilization often impairs root growth

and function even further. Trees have the

biological wisdom to take care of them-

selves, but wisdom fails when deprived

of the resources to do so.  

Odin would fall and the ancient world

would crumble at the hands of misguided

arborists, despite the best efforts of the

goddesses to keep Yggdrasil alive. Even

with the fanciest trucks and all of the

magic potions money can buy, we simply

can’t inflict ill-informed practices on

trees and expect them to meet our expec-

tations. Our challenge is to let trees be

trees, and to guide ourselves by their

ancient wisdom.

Jack Phillips is a registered consulting
arborist in Omaha, Nebraska, and teaches
tree biology and care for Arboriculture
Canada Training and Education. He
serves as curator for the Omaha
Downtown Arboretum.
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Protection wood and boundary at base of branch, bur oak. Photo by Jack Phillips.
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Taken from published news reports.

Man killed in tree-trimming
accident

A 58-year-old Shawnee, Kansas, man

was killed September 16, 2008, when he

was crushed by a branch from a tree he was

trimming.

Michael W. King, who lived on three

acres of land, had eaten dinner with friends

Monday evening, September 15, telling

them he planned to trim a tree overhanging

a detached garage so it could be reroofed,

according to the Shawnee Dispatch. When

a friend couldn’t get in touch with King by

phone the next day, he went to the King’s

house, but was unable to find him though

his truck was there. The friend went to the

police, who searched the property around

11 p.m. Tuesday and found King dead near

the garage.

Capt. Ron Copeland said it appeared that

in the course of trimming the tree, a limb

fell on King and killed him.

Man dies in fall from tree in
Albuquerque

A man died when he fell from a tree he

was trimming in Albuquerque, New

Mexico, on September 17, 2008.

The Albuquerque Fire Department

reported that the man fell about 16 feet

when the branch he was on gave way,

according to KDBC4 News.

The 55-year-old Albuquerque man was

taken to University of New Mexico

Hospital, where he died.

Trapped tree trimmer res-
cued 40 feet in air

Rescuers extricated a tree trimmer

pinned while cutting a tree in the Dunleith

community near New Castle, Delaware, on

September 25, 2008.

The 37-year old man was attempting to

cut a tall tree when a big section of the tree

fell and pinned his lower legs to the lower

part of the tree, according to The News

Journal.
The injured man was trapped 40 feet in

the air while county paramedics on ladder

trucks stabilized him. He was brought

down a short time later and taken to

Christiana Hospital with lower leg and

internal injuries.

New Castle County’s Department of

Forestry workers assisted firefighters from

several local towns in lifting the tree limb

off the man’s legs, while a local High

Angle Rescue Team was overseeing opera-

tions.

Trimmer dies after limb
catches in safety harness

A tree trimmer in Winston-Salem,

North Carolina, was killed October 2,

2008, after a falling limb tangled in his

safety harness.

Fire department officials say the man

was about 35 feet up in an oak tree when

the falling limb snagged the harness and

pinned him against the tree, killing him,

according to WAVY-TV Channel 10.

Rescue workers had to climb into the

tree to get the man. They say his chain saw

was still running.

Tree worker airlifted after
falling 40 feet

A tree trimmer working for a local tree

service was airlifted to Harborview

Medical Center October 2, 2008, with

apparent back and leg injuries after he top-

pled 40 feet from a tree in Central Kitsap,

Washington.

The unidentified man’s injuries did not

appear to be life-threatening, according to

the Kitsap Sun.

The 30-year-old man was cutting limbs

from a tree when he accidentally cut

through is safety line. He toppled onto a

pile of branches he had already cut, which

may have broken his fall.

Units from two Central Kitsap fire sta-

tions responded. 
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Accidents

Accidents in the tree care industry that occurred during the month of September

2008. Graphic compiled from reports gathered by, or submitted to, TCIA staff. (Continued on page 98)
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By Barbara Mulhern

A
ground worker on a tree trimming

crew heard a large poplar branch

break following a strong gust of

wind. The branch, approximately 15 inches

in diameter and 40 feet long, broke limbs

from several other trees as it fell 75 feet to

the ground. The worker tried to reach a

place of safety, but was struck in the head

by the falling branch and died instantly.

In another incident, a tree worker was

trimming a tall pine tree with a pole saw

from the elevated bucket of a truck-mount-

ed aerial lift. A large section of the tree

suddenly toppled, causing the bucket to

break and detach from the boom. The

bucket tipped over, and the worker fell

nearly 45 feet to the ground. He died on the

way to the hospital.

In still another incident, the owner of a

small tree care company was in a tree trim-

ming branches, then lowering them to the

ground. It was raining and had been most

of the day. He threw a branch down to his

ground worker, but it struck a 7,200 volt

power line and bounced back toward his

chest. He grabbed the branch when it

struck him, was electrocuted in the hand

and the chest and died.

These are just three examples of the

numerous fatalities involving tree care

work that occur each year – fatalities that

can, in many cases, be prevented by proper

training, according to Dave

Scharfenberger, president of TCIA mem-

ber Wachtel Tree Science & Service in

Merton, Wisconsin.

“The biggest issue in training is getting

people to talk – getting them to ask ques-

tions. We push not just talking about

accidents but also about near misses.

Sometimes when our newer people talk

about their near misses, our more senior

people can say, ‘That happened to me and

here’s what I did.’The best part of our safe-

ty meetings are the discussions about near

misses,” he says.

Sam Steel, senior research associate in

agricultural engineering at Penn State

University and a longtime safety specialist,

adds: “Take a lesson from the close calls at

the work site. Update your tailgate training

topics to include dealing with a rash of

close calls that may become the next seri-

ous incident(s).”
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Ground work can be just as hazardous as climbing a tree due to the uncertainty of when limbs will fall and where they will
land. All photos courtesy of Barbara Mulhern and Wachtel Tree Science & Service.

Safety

“Take a lesson from the close calls at the work site.
Update your tailgate training topics to include dealing
with a rash of close calls that may become the next seri-
ous incident(s).”

Sam Steel
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The data

Unfortunately, many tree workers never

have a chance to experience a near miss

incident – instead, they are killed on the

job. The National Institute for

Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)

is taking a close look at traumatic injuries

and fatalities within the Landscape

Services industry. Landscape Services

includes approximately 924,000 landscap-

ing and groundskeeping workers, 111,000

supervisors, 28,300 tree trimmers and

pruners, and 22,000 other workers in relat-

ed fields.

NIOSH’s Traumatic Injury Prevention

for Landscape Workers project notes that

although workers in the Landscape

Services industry make up less than 1 per-

cent of the total work force in the United

States, they experience 3.5 percent of the

occupational fatalities. NIOSH has devel-

oped a new English/Spanish fact sheet

aimed at educating employers, supervisors

and employees about the risks. The fact

sheet draws on public U.S. Bureau of

Labor Statistics (BLS) data. Information

cited in the fact sheet, entitled “Fatal

Injuries Among Landscape Services

Workers,” includes the following:

� From 2003 through 2006, 288 fatali-

ties occurred while operating tools or

machinery during tree trimming or

removal operations.

� Causes of these 288 deaths included

falls from heights, being struck by

falling objects, and electrocutions.

� Information was not available for

NIOSH to determine whether the per-

sons who died were employed by tree

care companies or by other landscape

services companies.

Among NIOSH’s recommendations are

that each employer:

� Develop, implement and enforce a

comprehensive safety program that

includes written rules and safe work

procedures.

� Conduct an initial and daily job site

survey to identify all hazards and

implement appropriate controls.

� Provide specific training for hazards

such as power lines and other sources

of electricity, tree trimming and

felling, falls from heights, roadway

vehicle operations, and hand and

portable power tool use.

The fact sheet also includes links to addi-

tional free resources on tree trimming and

removal safety as well as other related top-

ics. One such resource is a NIOSH alert,

“Preventing Falls and Electrocutions

During Tree Trimming,” which can be

accessed at: www.cdc.gov/niosh/92-

106.html.
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Make sure your employees are fully trained in the dangers of wood chippers. Most, if not all, chipper-related deaths can
be prevented.

Tree care work results in numerous fatalities each year. It's critical that your climbers and other workers be fully trained
before they start the job. 
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To access the new NIOSH fact sheet

“Fatal Injuries Among Landscape

Services Workers in English and

Spanish” (NIOSH Publication No. 2008-

144), visit NIOSH’s Web site at

www.cdc.gov/niosh. A second English

and Spanish fact sheet, “Non-fatal

Traumatic Injuries Among Landscape

Services Workers,” should also soon be

available.

Training is key

Both Scharfenberger, whose company’s

record for no lost-time incidents was 2,243

days, and Steel believe that training is key

in order to prevent both traumatic injuries

and fatalities in the tree care industry.

Scharfenberger, whose firm is a TCIA

member and a TCIA accredited company,

makes extensive use of TCIA’s tailgate

training lessons in training new employees.

He also calls the ANSI standards “our

bible.” Among his recommendations are

these:

� Ensure that you conduct thorough job

site hazard assessments. “This starts with

the salesperson looking at the tree. The per-

son will be looking for electrical hazards,

decay, root rot problems, any large limbs

that might fall off. Yet just because that cer-

tified arborist has looked at the tree, it

doesn’t mean the foreman or climber won’t

also assess the area. Look for electrical

lines, weak wood or other damage to the

tree. Also look for animals in the tree. We

have had raccoon families and hawk nests

up in a tree,” he says.

� Train your workers in electrical hazards,

but also undergo specific training to be

line-clearance qualified. Scharfenberger’s

company relies on the local power compa-

ny to do work within 10 feet of power lines

rather than having its workers become line-

clearance qualified. (For several letters of

interpretation on OSHA standards regard-
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Checking to make certain that fall protection and other
protective equipment is in place is critical before you
climb the tree.
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ing this issue, visit OSHA’s Web site at

www.osha.gov, click on “Interpretations”

under “Laws & Regulations,” then search

for “line-clearance tree-trimming opera-

tions.”)

� Supply the appropriate personal protec-

tive equipment (PPE) and train workers on

its use. “With tailgate training, repetition

really helps,” Scharfenberger notes.

Steel says that tree care companies and

other green industry employers often fail to

have policies or to provide appropriate

training on the use of PPE at job sites. 

“There are many excuses as to why it is

not being used, including the reasoning

that it is hot, cumbersome or not avail-

able,” Steel says. “The use of PPE at job

sites must also include anyone who is vis-

iting the site, such as managers, who

should set a good example by donning their

hard hats and other gear when supervising

the work.”

Among other items often missed by

company owners, Steel says, are:

� Shortening or not providing safety train-

ing at all during the busiest work seasons.

This is when training is the most critical

because it is when many injuries are likely

to occur.

� Failing to have workers actually demon-

strate the work that needs to be done.

“Although an employee may verbally indi-

cate his or her skills performing tree work,

have the person demonstrate tree climbing

and tree pruning capabilities under con-

trolled conditions before you turn the

employee loose in a large tree,” he sug-

gests.

Steel notes that new workers are “espe-

cially vulnerable to incidents during their

first several weeks to several months on the

job. Many new workers will have no expe-

rience and may be trying to please their

supervisors by jumping right into the work.

Make sure they are trained before starting

work and that they are closely observed

during a well promoted and documented

training period.”

� Failing to document in writing that safe-

ty training took place. “For workers who

cannot write their names on training docu-

mentation sheets, their signatures or

‘marks’ should be witnessed by a fellow

worker or supervisor,” he says. Remember

that many Spanish-speaking workers from

other countries may not have had the same

opportunities for schooling as workers

from the U.S. What this means is that they

may not be able to read and write in either

English or Spanish. That's why it’s critical

to always train orally in both a language

and a manner your employees will under-

stand.

So provide adequate training, lead by

example and get your people to talk about

safety. Discussing their near misses may

help keep them just that – misses.

Barbara Mulhern is a Belleville,
Wisconsin-based freelance writer who spe-
cializes in safety and health issues for
green industry employers.
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Profiles in Arboriculture

By David Lusk

I
recently inspected one of North Carolina’s three Champion

black walnut trees (Juglans nigra) to determine the poten-

tial risks the tree poses following a lightning strike that

occurred in 2002. Damage to the tree is significant, but its

response to the damage nothing short of remarkable. 

I will attempt to explain here a) the existing damage, b) the

tree’s response to the damage, c) the tree’s risk of failure as well

as its potential to stand, and d) recommendations and materials

geared toward preservation of the tree.

The tree is in Tanglewood Park, in Clemmons, N.C. It stands

79 feet high and has a 90-foot crown spread and a 49-inch dbh.

Risks do exist with this tree. Risks exist with all trees –

healthy ones and unhealthy ones. Interestingly, the walnut tree

is vital and healthy even though structurally compromised by a

spiraling, downward ribbon of scarred wood caused by the

lightning strike. Clearly, the risks posed by this tree are greater

now than before the lightning strike occurred. Below are the

current risks the walnut tree poses in the following order of

most likely to least likely:

1) Getting hit on the head by a falling walnut (funny but true,

life does indeed have its risks).

2) Limb failure (6- to 8-inch diameter) – most likely the low-

est limb over the main driveway due to a decayed branch collar,

and the larger, arching limb higher up over the driveway due to

excessive weight.

3) Smaller diameter limb failure (2- to 4-inch diameter) in the

upper crown.

4) Trunk failure with the breakage occurring somewhere

between five- to 15-feet high due to decay. This occurrence

would require exceedingly high winds.
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5). The entire tree uprooting – most

unlikely given the greater weakness is mid-

way up the trunk, as noted in No. 4 above.

The buttress, root flare appears structurally

sound. The root system is strong and vital as

indicated by the healthy growth and condi-

tion of the tree’s limbs, vibrant leaf color,

twig growth and walnut production.

Admittedly, at first glance the tree

appears to pose too great a risk to suggest

preservation. The more I examined the

tree, however; the more confident I was

and am in this tree’s ability to stand, pro-

vided safety measures are taken.

Approximately six years have lapsed since

the lightning strike and the tree stands tall,

continues to grow and to hold itself togeth-

er. To my knowledge, few if any limbs

have fallen or died since the lightning

strike and the initial clean-up of debris.

I believe the tree is strong and poses less

of a risk than outward appearances belie

for several reasons. Walnut wood itself has

a natural resistance to decay and insects. A

historical commentary obtained from the

Walnut Council states that during pioneer

times when walnut trees were plentiful,

millions of railroad ties were made from

walnut because it resisted rot when in con-

tact with the soil. Large black walnuts are

no longer plentiful, even rare, particularly

in North Carolina, which makes this tree

all the more significant.

Obviously, the lightning has destroyed a

significant portion of the outer shell of the

tree’s trunk. Substantial amounts of bark

are gone, which exposed the living sap-

wood or conductive tissues (the plumbing).

This injury has initiated the decay process.

Some woods decay quickly, such as cherry

and beech. With walnut trees, the decay

progression is slower. The first stage of

walnut decay results in an altered, hard-

ened wood as opposed to soft rotting wood.

This, I believe, is the primary reason the

tree still stands.

Trees are essentially overlapping them-

selves each year with a new tree as is the

case with the walnut tree. New wound

wood is forming around the margins of the

lightning strike on a ready made base of a

decay altered, hardened core of exposed

trunk wood. As evidence, I drilled several

1/2-inch diameter holes eight to 12 inches

deep into the trunk wood that had previ-

ously been exposed by lightning damage

and is now dead and slowly decaying. The

wood is hard and difficult to drill. I drilled

carefully to prevent the possible rupture of

internal barrier zones. Sunlight has light-

ened the color of the outer surface of the

wound. Superficial cracking and drying is

evident. Shallow drilling into the wound

reveals wood of a darker color more like

the dark heartwood color of a defect free

walnut. This indicates a wound response

on the part of the tree. The wood has hard-

ened rather than rotted. Eastern red cedar is

another example of wood that hardens as it

anatomically and chemically responds to

wounding. The walnut wood is also toxic

to many insects.

Because of lightning injury to the walnut

tree’s outer shell, the deeper core wood is

in a higher protective state, as clearly delin-

eated in Dr. Alex Shigo’s scientific model

called CODIT (compartmentalization of

decay in trees). Walnut wood is a good

“compartmentalizer” of defect in its ability

to limit and slow down the decay process.

Living walnut wood is relatively hard but

exhibits a dense, spongy, wet, fibrous tex-

ture when first cut. These characteristics

make for both strength and flexibility (it is

hard to break a wet sponge, even tearing is

difficult). 
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Lusk Tree employees Tanner Lusk, left, and Derek Renegar make adjustments before ratcheting and securing the lowest of
the load binders into place. The load binders were custom made by a local manufacturer. The binder material was only
available in safety yellow, so the binders were painted black to blend in better with the trunk, at the Park’s request.

Derek Renegar puts the final touches on a new  lightning
protection system for the champion walnut tree

Facing page – A late summer view of the champion black
walnut tree. Much of the foliage had fallen due to a pro-
longed drought in North Carolina. Difficult to capture in a
single photo is a series of six Cobra cables in the upper
crown to protect against major limb failure.
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I believe this helps explain how the tree

has become so large with a capability of

producing heavy crops of walnuts and still

hold up under stress. The hardened and

dead wood surfaces void of protective bark

on the trunk provide a substantial base for

the layering of the new wood produced

annually. I also believe the hardened,

injury-altered wood explains how the low-

est limb on this tree can be 50 percent

decayed at its upper circumferential point

of attachment to the trunk without having

yet fallen off the tree. Interestingly, this is

the tree’s weakest limb.

Still though, all is not good for this cham-

pion tree. In the years to come, even though

new wood (new tree growth rings) forms

over the old wood (old tree growth rings),

the decayed areas will slowly continue to

deteriorate internally. This is how hollows

develop. Note that there are countless hol-

low trees standing today. Many fail while

many others stand. Those that stand have

greater survival mechanics in the denser

structure of their wood and an overall archi-
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The Champion walnut is located at

the Manor House Bed and Breakfast

and is  centrally located within the

1,100 acres surrounding Tanglewood

Park. 

Nearby in the park is a North

Carolina state co-champion white oak.

Beneath the oak is a bronze plaque

commemorating the bicentennial of the

signing of the U.S. Constitution and

recognizing the 350-year-old oak as a

living witness to the signing (which

was actually in 1787). David Lusk

obtained the plaque back in 1988 from

TCIA (NAA at the time), and it was

donated that year to the park by Lusk

Tree  during a bicentennial ceremony.

“It was a great idea and was well

received with a ceremony attended by

many state and local dignitaries and cit-

izens,” says Lusk.

In good company
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tecture that exhibits both hardness and flex-

ibility, a plasticity. In the case of the

champion black walnut, the superior struc-

ture of the living and dead portions of the

tree combined help to explain the tree’s abil-

ity to stand following the lightning strike.

Conclusion

This tree is genetically superior as evi-

denced by its lifespan, size, strength and

ability to withstand injury. There are no

absolutes in nature as there are no risk-free

trees or guarantees. There are definitely

steps that can be taken to minimize tree

risk. In the situation of the lightning struck

walnut, I recommended the following tree

preservation measures that in my opinion

offered a compromise of acceptable risk:

1). Complete removal of the lowest limb

over the main driveway and crown reduc-

tion pruning (per discussion with Clinton

Ingram, park facilities manager, and Ryan

Kearns, a park staff arborist) of overloaded

limbs arching over the main driveway

2). Installation of Cobra cable systems to

dynamically protect against major limb

breakage.

3.) Adjustable trunk straps placed around

the trunk to minimize vertical cracking

4). Daily inspection by Tanglewood’s

arborists

The recommendations were accepted

and the work has been completed.

I think the willingness and confidence of

the Parks and Recreation Department of

Forsyth County and Tanglewood Park to

allow us to apply modern tree care tech-

niques to lend support and protection to the

walnut tree is noteworthy. This effort

breaks with local tradition, which would

have been to take no risks, assume no lia-

bility and simply remove the tree. 

While none of these measures outweigh

the forces of nature, they are our best bet at

saving a wounded, veteran tree of grand

stature. With a willingness and commitment

to preserve this tree, the implementation of

these safety measures, Mother Nature’s

acceptance and cooperation, and the bless-

ings of uneventful storm seasons, we may

stand under the shade of this tree 20 years

from now – and, with a bit of luck, get hit in

the head with a walnut.

David Lusk is owner of Lusk Tree Services
Inc. in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, and
a TCIA member since 1985.
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Tanner Lusk juggles walnuts from the tree.
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By Rebecca Fater

O
ne day last August, an employee

from the state of California rolled

a Model 100 Brush Bandit chip-

per through the doors of Denny Knoll’s

dealership, looking for service. 

Knoll noticed immediately that this par-

ticular chipper was marked with the serial

number 4 – as in, the fourth machine ever

manufactured by Bandit Industries. 

“I’m on my twenty-first year here, and

that’s the oldest one I’ve seen,” declared

Knoll recently, whose dealership, Cal-Line

Equipment, Inc. of Livermore, Calif., has

been selling Bandit machines for 22 years.

He was so excited to see this artifact from

Bandit’s earliest years in business that he

tried to persuade the machine’s owner – the

state of California – to trade it in for a

newer model, allowing him to send the

primitive machine home to Michigan to be

polished up and put on display.

But the state wasn’t ready to give up its

reliable chipper. After service and safety

updates, the machine was sent back to

California’s Putah Creek, where it reported

for duty, continuing its earlier work of

clearing brush around the water’s edge. 

“We tried like heck to get the machine

from them,” says Knoll, with regret. “It

would have been very historic for Bandit.”

Despite Knoll’s disappointment, it seems

likely Bandit Industries will have another

shot at recouping what should be consid-

ered an antique. More Bandit chippers than

not are still hard at work in the field,

decades after they were first constructed,

thanks in large part to the impeccable qual-

ity with which Bandit engineers and

manufacturers built them.

That’s not a bad legacy for Bandit

Industries, which is now celebrating 25

years of success since the first chipper was

built in 1983. 

“It’s amazing,” says Jerry Morey, presi-

dent. “We’re currently rebuilding a chipper

now that was built in 1984. Very few of

them get retired. Most of them are fixed up

and resold and provide (their owners) with

a number of good years of service.”

Given that observation, it’s easy to

understand where the company slogan

“Bandit Quality is an Attitude” comes from

– an attitude that traces all the way back to

its founder, Mike Morey Sr., who was

working in the manufacturing department

of a competitor in 1983. He decided to

leave and build his own, improved chipper.

Thus the Model 100 Brush Bandit chipper

was born, and Morey, Sr. received his first

order for five chippers — “a truck-load,” as

described by the company’s literature –

that same year. 

PACT Partners

Crews work on testing and development of the first Brush Bandit chippers.

One of the first Brush Bandit chippers.

Mike Morey, Sr. and Dave Forquer stand proudly next to
the first Model 100 Brush Bandit Chipper, in 1983.
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Four years later, Jerry Morey – who had

been working in sales for the same com-

petitor – also left his employer, and

decided to join his cousin’s entrepreneurial

effort. 

“Once I left, (Mike Morey, Sr.) said, ‘We

can probably build this into something big-

ger. Want to try?’” recalls Jerry Morey. “So

we did.”

Build it into something bigger they did.

Since 1983 when Mike Morey, Sr. filled

that first order for five chippers, Bandit has

grown into a manufacturer recognized

around the world. The company, still head-

quartered near Remus, Mich., now

employs about 300 people. At its annual

dealer meeting last summer, Bandit drew

dealers from 170 locations around the

world, representing 23 different countries.

Roughly one-third of its equipment pro-

duced this past quarter of fiscal year 2009

went overseas.

“The international stuff has become

more important,” says Jerry Morey. “The

global element has become a bigger part of

our business.

But while Bandit is filling needs over-

seas, it hasn’t forgotten the reason Mike

Morey, Sr. got started in the first place. 

“Our bread and butter is still the private

tree care companies,” says Jerry Morey.

“Hand-fed chippers make up more than

half of what we do.”

There are more than 35,000 Bandit

hand-fed disc-style brush chippers in oper-

ation world-wide, including the original

65-horsepower Model 100 and seven addi-

tional, updated models ranging to a

215-horsepower edition. The Model

250XP is Bandit’s largest, most popular

12-inch disc-style chipper due to its large

chipper opening, wide infeed hopper and

powerful hydraulic feed system. Bandit is

offering two limited edition anniversary

chippers as well to celebrate its 25 years of

success: a disc-style and a drum-style chip-

per, which include special rebates and

deluxe option packages. For details, view

Bandit’s Web site at www.banditindus-

tries.com. 

In addition, Bandit builds five models of

hand-fed drum chippers with chipping

capacities ranging from 12 inches to 20

inches, and engine power options as high

A 2007 aerial view of the 250,000-square-foot Bandit facility, located in Remus, Michigan.

Two crew members work on an early model Bandit chipper in the old manufacturing facility.

Mike Morey, Sr. celebrates Bandit’s 10 year anniversary in
1993.

There are more than
35,000 Bandit hand-fed
disc-style brush chippers
in operation world-wide,
including the original
65-horsepower Model
100 
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as 250-horsepower. Bandit is also offering

a commemorative Model 1590XP Limited

Edition drum-style chipper through the end

of 2008. 

The Morey cousins expanded their chip-

per line even further, with the addition of

whole tree chippers, some including engine

options up to 1,000-horsepower, handy for

land-clearing contractors, and available

with self-propelled track undercarriages

and optional loaders. 

But despite Mike and Jerry’s early

visions, it turned out that chippers were

only the beginning for Bandit. With a good

product comes a good response, and they

found customers prodding them to do

more. 

“We had no intention of getting as big as

we did,” says Jerry Morey. “We both

thought, ‘We’ll build a nice little business

and our niche will be the tree care industry.

We’ll build chippers.’ Then we got cus-

tomers saying, ‘We want you to get into

doing this and that.’ So we jumped into a

few things that we probably didn’t intend

to.”

One of those requests customers repeat-

ed again and again was for a waste

processing machine – and thus spawned

what is known today as the Beast.

Developed in 1995, the Beast models facil-

itate grinding, splitting or cutting of wood

waste material into various products. Now

available in four models, the machine

includes engine options of up to 1,200-

horsepower. Demand for the products is

growing as the wood energy industry

expands, Jerry Morey says. 

“The waste machine was unique. We

thought, ‘That (wood energy) market is

going to grow and the need to recycle is

going to grow,’” he says.

Bandit also expanded into stump grind-

ing machines in starting in 2003, ranging

from compact towable, self-propelled

stump grinders for the tree care and land-

scape industries, to high capacity stump

grinders such as the Model 4000, which

can be equipped with an optional 8½ foot

forestry mower attachment. 

The way Bandit listens to its customers

and responds to their needs is a key factor

in the company’s success, says Peter

Jeskey, assistant vice president of capital

equipment for the F.A. Bartlett Tree Expert

Company. Bartlett has close to 500 Bandit

chippers in the field and, in Jeskey’s 22

years with the company, he’s never bought

a chipper anywhere else. 

“If you want a small chipper, they make

a small chipper. If you want a big chipper,

they make a big chipper,” he says, adding

that Bandit is also responsive and helpful

when it comes to servicing machines and

answering warranty questions. “They’re all

genuine people, all down-to-earth people.

They build a great product and stand

behind it.”

“They are very innovative in their prod-

ucts and engineering,” agreed dealer Lenny

Cleaves of Cleaves Co., Inc. in Needham,

Mass., who has sold Bandit chippers since

1993. “They listen to their dealers and cus-

tomers as far as changes that need to be

made. They really try extremely hard to

educate and promote education within the

dealer network.”

But that hands-on element goes beyond

attitude. Unlike many manufacturers today,

Bandit still assembles most of its machines

by hand, utilizing only a few robots in its

New in 2008 is Bandit’s 12-inch capacity Model 1090XP
brush chipper.

Bandit’s Model 2090 whole tree chipper, with an optional infeed conveyor, was introduced in 2008.

Jerry Morey, left, Diane Morey and Mike Morey, Sr. in a
photo from the company’s 20 year anniversary celebra-
tion in 2003. All photos courtesy of Bandit Industries.
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Michigan factory, says Knoll. 

“Eighty percent of the equipment that

leaves that plant still has the human touch

to it,” he says. “It’s quality. It really is.

From the ground up, to the steel, to the

welding.”

For Knoll, the hands-on element also

takes on a personal note at his dealership,

where he has sold almost 2,000 Bandit

products since he took on the company’s

line in 1986. His father knew Mike Morey,

Sr. and struck up an agreement with him to

sell Bandit products. They shook on the

agreement, and that’s the way it has been

ever since – no formal contract, nothing on

paper, no signatures. 

“Our entire dealership is still on the

weight of a handshake between the Moreys

and my dad,” says Knoll. “We’ve contin-

ued this tradition and it’s worked for 20

years, and we’re just going to let it contin-

ue. That’s just an example of their

trustworthiness and loyalty on our part.”

Bandit’s dealers are a critical part of the

company’s success, says Jerry Morey, as

are Bandit’s employees – many of whom

have been with the company for 20 years. 

“We’ve got great people who have been

with us for a long, long time,” says Jerry

Morey. “They understand what this mar-

ket’s all about and what we need to do.

Bandit Industries is a Tree Care Industry
Association Partners Advancing
Commercial Treecare (PACT) Crown
Partner, supporting a variety of TCIA pro-
grams aimed at improving safety and
increasing education in the industry, for
more about TCIA’s PACT program, visit
www.tcia.org, or call Deborah Johnson at
1-800-733-2622.

Mike Morey, Sr. is still smiling 25 years after setting out
on the adventure that is Bandit Industries today.

This year’s 17-inch-capacity Model 1590XP Limited
Edition Anniversary chipper.
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By Itamar Chalif

H
ow you treat lawns and trees early

in March and April differs quite a

bit from how you do so in May or

June, right? There’s a certain amount of

preparation, nurturing and order of steps

needed before you can create that golf

course-like lawn or grow that strong oak.

The same is true for acquiring financing.

Unfortunately a lot of landscapers,

arborists and other seasonal businesses are

not aware of the steps needed to acquire

financing, and that can lead to rejection

when you’re looking to get a loan or line of

credit.

Most tree care companies begin to slow

down around October. That’s about the

time you start to think about improvements

to the business you would like to make and

equipment you would like to buy for the

coming year. Yet waiting that long to plan

and then approaching the bank or leasing

company in November or even December

about a line of credit, working-capital loan

or equipment leasing is pretty much a sure-

fire way to fail. The optimal time to

approach your bank is at the tail end of

your busy season. 

As a rule, lenders like to lend money to

people with money. Assuming you’re hav-

ing a good year, July or August would be

the best time to approach the lender. At that

time, you’ve probably got cash in reserve

and, hopefully, all your bills have been

paid. That’s the time to obtain the line of

credit that will help you survive the winter

lull because you are very liquid and you

look great on paper. That makes it much

easier to obtain an equipment lease and

have a $100 month payment for the first 90

days, which will insure that: (a) you get the

needed financing; (b) you have a very low

payment for the first three months; and (c)

you will have the equipment before the

season starts. This enables you to start mar-

keting and bidding on jobs while your

competition is in winter hibernation

because you know you will have the equip-

ment.

Besides timing, the key to getting

financing or a line of credit remains your

personal and business credit scores. There

are many factors that affect your credit

score in either direction. Some of the most

important ones include:

� Paying your bills on time – being late

one time on a bill can have a negative

effect on your credit score. If your overall

credit situation is marginal, then one bill

being 31 days past due may break the deal. 

� Limiting your revolving lines of cred-

it. Lenders like to see you have the

discipline not to extend your credit lines,

that you “do not need the money” so to

speak. Remember lenders like to lend

money to people who know how to use it,

but do not need it.

� Bringing the balance on your credit

cards to 50 percent of the credit line or less.

Having one credit card with a $10,000

limit and $9,000 balance will impact your

credit score far more than three credit cards

with a total credit limit of $30,000 and a

balance of $5,000 on each.

� Keeping lines of credit separate from

your partner or spouse – whether it’s

financing a car, obtaining a credit card or

conducting any transaction that involves

borrowing money; if possible, do not sign

jointly on the account.

� Owning a home. To lenders, home

ownership represents stability from a char-

acter standpoint and from a practical

standpoint. People who rent a home do not

have an anchor to hold them in one place if

things go wrong. People with a home typi-

cally will fight harder to make things right

and it is much harder to pick up and leave

when you have to sell a home. From a

character standpoint, it shows you are

invested, figuratively and literally, in the

place where you live. 

By following these simple guidelines,

you will have a much better chance of

obtaining the capital needed to grow your

business. 

While planning and credit scores play a

major role in obtaining lines of credit, so

does the key component of any transaction:

the lender. Many small business owners

get locked into the mindset that their bank

is the only place they can turn to for a line

of credit. If their bank turns them down,

which if they’ve failed to plan and not fol-

lowed the steps above is quite possible,

they stop trying.  

Your bank, however, is but one lender

and there are many out there. Doing the

research to find other lenders requires a lot

of legwork and, in the case of many tree

care company owners, is outside your area

of expertise. That’s why working with a

financing consultant can be your best bet.

Financing consultants work with multi-

ple lenders. They know the ins and outs of

borrowing money and establishing credit.

For example, they know which lenders will

want to put a lien on your home or IRA to

establish a line of credit, and those that will

not (something you should never do, by the

way). Or which is a better option, leasing

used equipment or buying it outright.

As a landscaper or arborist, getting

financing doesn’t have to be a painstaking,

arduous process. If you take the proper

steps to put yourself in the best position

credit-wise and approach lenders when

your finances are solid during your peak

season, you can not only make it through

the quiet winters months, but also make the

improvements to your business to grow

and enjoy an even better busy season next

year.

Itamar Chalif is the founder of Atlantic
Capital Solutions and a associate member
of the Tree Care Industry Association.
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By Scott Jamieson

T
hey were at our table eating dinner

the very moment their daughter

died. Of course, they did not know

their youngest daughter lay dying along

with her boyfriend in a pile of metal that

was once her car on a lonely stretch of

highway in southern Wisconsin. That

phone call would come at 2am. 

Alcohol was the culprit. A man in a pick-

up was so drunk that he was driving on the

wrong side of the interstate highway when

he hit their car

head on at more

than 80 miles per

hour. The deafen-

ing sound of

crushing metal and

glass lasted only a

few seconds and

then gave way to

silence, eternal

silence. Lives

were lost that night

and other lives,

those of the families, were forever

changed. Loss is not a singular event – it

touches those left behind. 

Such an event happens more than 30

times a day, every day. Thirty families a

day are left behind to grieve, to cope, to be

destroyed in the face of alcohol-related

driving fatalities.  

Our industry appropriately focuses atten-

tion on workplace injury and fatality

prevention. We know we still have much

work to be done. We have not made the

impact we need to make to stop the injuries

and fatalities in our industry. 

Often I would speak to teammates about

making sure that they went home in as

good of health as when they came into

work. My message was well meaning – I

didn’t want them to get hurt while at work.

Yet in all my good intentions I was perhaps

signaling that I didn’t care about their well

being outside of work. I was finally able to

articulate that real caring about fellow

teammates must extend beyond work and

means just that, real caring. 

For the last year, I have been honored to

serve on the board of the National Safety

Council. That work has opened my eyes to

the unintentional injury and deaths that

occur outside of work. While occupational

injury and death rates have declined over

the years, injuries and deaths outside of the

workplace have skyrocketed. For every

one fatality in the workplace, there are 11

accidental deaths outside of work. 

Motor vehicle accidents still kill more

people than any other accident. And yes,

alcohol and drugs are involved in more

than 30 percent of those fatalities. 

Right behind death by vehicle, is unin-

tentional drug overdose. Thirty-four

percent of all accidental deaths are from

accidental overdoses and this statistic is

growing. In fact, accidental overdose is the

No. 1 killer of people 40-49 years of age.

This is the problem created by abuse of

prescription drugs and unintended, deadly

drug interactions. In 2006, there were near-

ly 20,000 accidental deaths connected to

drug overdose – 20,000! This is an issue

that will see considerable focus in the com-

ing years, as it is the fastest growing cause

of accidental deaths in the United States. 

We have increased our awareness of the

safety issues in the tree care industry. I

would say awareness is at an all-time high

and actions to improve our industry safety

is moving in a positive direction, but  is

still totally unacceptable relative to where

we need to be. What I know is that we can-

not think separately about the employee

who comes to work in the morning from

the one who leaves the tree at the end of the

day. If we care about the safety of our

employees, we first must care about the

safety of the person – the 24/7 person. If

you care about that person you care about

them even when they are off the clock. I

have seen that when one expands safety

beyond the boundaries of the workplace

magical things happens. When employees

think about safety outside of the workplace

they most assuredly think about safety in

the workplace. When someone minimizes

their safety exposures around the home,

they will minimize their exposures to risks

at work. As leaders extend their safety

leadership to encompass the whole person,

they expand the chances for safe behavior

both on and off the job. This approach can

save lives. 

I still want employees to leave work in as

good of shape as when they came to work,

but these days I simply want them to be

safe all the time, 24/7. I suspect, so do their

families.

Scott Jamieson is vice president of cor-
porate partnerships and national
recruiting for the F.A. Bartlett Tree Expert
Company and a member of the TCIA Board
of Directors.
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HELP WANTED

Independent Tree, Burton, OH

Growing, Cleveland-area-based tree service seeks
skilled & motivated foreman, climbers & grounds-
men. CDL & certified tree worker/arborist a +.
Competitive wages, benefits & opportunities for
advancement. Immediate FT, yr-rnd employment. Call
(440) 834-0200 or independenttree@yahoo.com.

Experienced ISA Certified Climbers, PHC/Lawn Care
Technicians, QA/QS Applicators & Grounds Crews
needed in Boulder County, Colorado. Clean driving
record required. Top industry wages, Benefit pack-
ages, Drug-/Smoke-free work environment. Check us
out at www.stvrainarborcare.com. E-mail resume to
info@stvrainarborcare.com or call for an application
(303) 772-3136.

ValleyCrest Tree Care Services

Provides award-winning arborist services on a wide
range of properties throughout the nation. Rather
than focusing on isolated management techniques,
our certified arborists approach the tree as an entire
biological system. We have full-time opportunities
available for our following positions: 
Account Manager; Operations Manager; Business
Developer/Estimator, Crew Leader/Foreman; CDL
Driver; Production Specialists; Spray Technicians.
Branches Include: Livermore, Sacramento, Santa Ana,
Gardena, Ventura, CA; Phoenix, AZ; Tampa, Sarasota,
Venice, Orlando, FL; Atlanta, GA.
For consideration, please e-mail resumes to: treecare-
jobs@valleycrest.com or fax to (818) 225-6895.

Career Opportunity Qualified Arborist in Richmond VA

Climb, run a crew & talk with clients. Mainly prun-
ing w/some removals. Must have valid DL, be clean
cut w/good honest work ethics. Salary & benefits
negotiable. Apply online www.arborscapesllc.com.

Bartlett Tree Experts

Continues to grow in the Western U.S. & Canada.
Immediate openings for Experienced Foremen, Tree
Climbers, IPM Monitors & Arborist Reps in San
Francisco Bay area, Phoenix, Tucson and British
Columbia, Canada, offices. Paid vacation, holidays,
medical, dental, 401(k), training and continuing
education. Applicant must be safe, reliable, cus-
tomer-service & career oriented. CDL & ISA
certifications are a plus. Fax or e-mail your resume
to (415) 472-8651 or pandreucci@bartlett.com.

Arborist/Salesperson in SE PA

Rapidly growing full-service landscape and tree
service company seeks highly motivated, ambitious
and responsible Sales Representative. Must have
basic knowledge of tree care, (degree in
Arboriculture is a plus), must be ISA certified and
display excellent communication & leadership qual-
ities. Please fax resume & references to (215)
535-2654 or call (267) 784-8560.

Classified Ads
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Central South Carolina

Sixty-year-old company is experiencing tremendous
growth with stability. Immediate openings for foreman,
climbers, apprentice climbers, grounds crew and plant
health care specialist. All positions are full time and
offer job security. Applicants must possess a driver’s
license, great work ethic, great communication skills,
neat appearance and a desire to advance. Company
will assist with training plus cost to achieve arborist
cert. and CDL. Benefits include great wages, health &
dental insurance, vacation, personal time, holidays,
paid training and conference cost reimbursement. For
more info contact Chris Freeman at (803) 252-7664,
chris@soxandfreeman.com, fax (803) 252-4858.

Bartlett Tree Experts

Continues to grow in the South with immediate open-
ings for experienced Sales Arborist/Representatives,
experienced Foremen, IPM Technicians and Tree
Climbers in the Carolinas, Georgia, East Tenn & No. Fla.
Benefits include paid vacation, holidays, medical, den-
tal, 401(k), training & continuing education. Applicant
must be reliable, customer-service & career oriented.
CDL a plus. Fax or e-mail your resume to (770) 414-
9762; sjohnston@bartlett.com; www.bartlett.com.

DC Metro Area Opportunities

RTEC Treecare serves thousands of residential, com-
mercial, municipal & federal government clients in
the Washington, DC, area. Specialize in tree mainte-
nance, plant health care & tree preservation. Provide
a safe, drug-free work environment, competitive ben-
efits package; encourage & promote career
advancement, continuing education. Positions: Sales
(Arborist); Tree Climbers & Foremen; Plant Health
Care Technicians. E-mail resume:
Jobs@RTECtreecare; Call: (703) 573-3029.

Climbers-Crew Leader/Sales-Certified Arborist/
Crane Operator-Mgr. of Field Operations

Advanced Tree Care Inc a very well established,
accredited, state-of-the-art business. Looking for
motivated, ambitious, skilled and responsible indi-
viduals to join our team. Valid driver’s license a must
and a CDL is a plus. A safe, drug-free work environ-
ment with year-round work, overtime and benefits:
medical, dental, prescription, IRA retirement plan.
Competitive wages based on experience. Mail resume
to 26 East Swamp Road - Ste E, Doylestown, PA
18904. Fax resume to (215) 489-1743 or call (215)
489-1720.

Come Grow with us

DeAngelo Brothers, Inc. has been a leading
Vegetation Management Company since 1978. We
specialize in Railroad, Roadside, Industry and
Aquatic Vegetation Management and some of our
client’s include many of the largest corporation’s in
North America. We are a market leader with a clear
vision of the future investing heavily in our people,
core values and friendly work environment. We are
looking for hard working talented people who have
experience in managing the day-to-day operations
of our Branches and Divisions throughout the United
States and Canada. Qualified applicants must have
a minimum of 2 years’ experience working in the
green industry, have proven leadership abilities and
strong customer relations and interpersonal skills.
We offer an excellent salary, bonus and benefits
package including 401(k) and company paid med-
ical and vacation benefits. For career opportunity
and confidential consideration, send or fax resume,
including geographic preference and willingness to
relocate to: DeAngelo Brothers, Inc.; Attn: Human
Resources Department; 100 North Conahan Drive;
Hazleton, PA 18201; Phone: 1-800-360-9333; Fax:
(570) 459-5363; E-mail: cfaust@dbiservices.com
EOE/AAP M-F-D-DV
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Florasearch, Inc.

In our third decade of success in Arboriculture key
employee search. Candidate contact welcome, confi-
dential & free. Contact us: (407) 320-8177,
search@florasearch.com, www.florasearch.com.
1740 Lake Markham Rd., Sanford, FL 32771.

All Paradise Tree Service, Oahu, HI

Seeking experienced climber. Valid driver’s license a
must, certification is a +. Medical, dental, vision &
RX benefits offered. Pay is commensurate to experi-
ence. Call (808) 696-5323. Come join us in
Paradise!

For People Who Love Trees – www.arborguard.com

Arborguard Tree Specialists, with offices in Atlanta
and Augusta, Georgia; and Charlotte, North Carolina,
seeks experienced sales arborists, crew leaders,
climbers and plant health care technicians who
demonstrate a passion for excellence. Arborguard
maintains an exciting and highly spirited team cul-
ture that is focused on a positive experience for
employees and clients alike. 
A decision to join our team will ensure year-round
work for a prestigious and high-end client base, over
100 hours of annual paid training, an OSHA compli-
ant work environment, paid vacation and personal
days, paid holidays, paid healthcare and 401(k). 
If you seek personal and professional development,
appreciation, recognition and career opportunities,
you may have found them. To explore this unique
opportunity, contact: Dennis Tourangeau, Director of
Operations, Arborguard, P. O. Box 477, Avondale
Estates, GA 30002, or send fax to (404) 294-0090, or
e-mail dtourangeau@arborguard.com.

Lewis Tree Service, Inc.

One of the largest vegetation management compa-
nies in the U.S., who works with utility companies and
municipalities, is seeking a full-time foreman for the
Newtown/Waterbury, CT area. Experience required.
CDL and Arborist/Utility license preferred. To apply:
send resume to hr@lewistree.com. Excellent compen-
sation & benefits. EEO/AA Employer

Production Managers/Climbers/Sales People

Min. 5 yrs.’ exp. Climbers must prune w/o spikes. Year-
round, salary, pd vacation/health, help moving.
Virginia, near Williamsburg, Busch Gardens, VA Beach.
hendrontreecareinc@verizon.net, (757) 595-8733.

Climber/Foreman

Long Island, NY-based co. with year-round work seek-
ing experienced climber/foreman. Boom operator
experience a must, CDL preferred. We are dedicated to
safety, training &, most importantly, customer satis-
faction. Top pay based on experience. Relocation
assistance for right candidate. Call (631) 474-8084.

Ira Wickes/Arborists

Rockland County-based firm since 1929 seeks quali-
fied individuals with experience. Arborists/Sales Reps,
Office Staff, Crew Leaders, Climbers, Spray Techs (IPM,
PHC, Lawn). Great benefit package includes 401(k)
matching, advancement opportunities, EOE. Check us
out on the Web at irawickes.com. E-mail your resume to
info@irawickes.com; fax (845) 354-3475, or snail mail
us at Ira Wickes/Arborists, 11 McNamara Road, Spring
Valley, NY 10977.
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Take Your Career a Mile High

With roots proudly planted in Colorado’s soil since
1947, we’ve grown into one of America’s most
respected landscape care services. Come join more
than 200 passionate green-industry professionals,
with opportunities for:

Certified Arborists with removal experience
Trim Field Supervisor with Ornamental 
Pruning Expertise
Sales Representatives
PHC Qualified Supervisors

Other production positions available – in Denver and
Fort Collins. Swingle offers year-round employment in
the sunny Colorado outdoors, plus top industry wages
and benefits. We also provide great opportunities for
college graduates and student interns. If you are a
results-oriented, motivated individual looking for a
growing company recognized for safety and legendary
service – we need to talk to you. Visit our Web site at
www.myswingle.com to learn more or to apply online.
Or call Dave Vine at (303) 337-6200 or e-mail
dvine@swingletree.com. When it comes to your
career…choose Swingle.

Tree Awareness, Inc. 

A growing South Jersey company seeking Crew
Leaders with min 3 yrs.’ leadership exp. Must have
valid CDL, be able to perform daily tree care activities
ranging from fine pruning to large removals, and
posses strong organization skills. Competitive indus-
try pkg. including: paid vacation & personal time,
holiday, 401(k), medical/dental, & continuing educa-
tion. Drug free workplace! E-mail all resumes to:
treeawareness@aol.com.

Seacoast NH Tree Co.

Tree climber/foreman with strong pruning and
removal skills, certified, good work ethic, capable of
taking direction w/at least 3-yrs’ experience.
Competitive pay, health ins., vacation, y/r work &
profit sharing. (603) 431-0101.

ArborPro Tree Experts is hiring

Workers must commit to safety, professional image
and ensuring the tree and customer are happy. We
offer wages based on experience, PTO, paid holidays,
benefits, educational benefits and more. OR area.
Call (503) 473-TREE.

Climbers

Experienced climbers for full service tree company in
North Georgia. Full time year around work. Pay based
on experience. Benefits offered. E-mail resume to
tracy@treecrews.com or fax (770) 479-9671 visit our
website www.treecrews.com.

Tree Climbers/Sales Reps/Crane + Loader Operator

Enjoy a mild climate while working & playing in Va.
Beach, Va. Our easygoing crew members with a “Lets-
get-the-job-done” attitude look forward to having
others join them. Call (757) 425-1995 for info.

Help us rebuild the beautiful city of New Orleans

Tree Medics needs Climbers & Salespeople. We offer
extensive training, benefits, year-round work and
above industry pay. Call (504) 488-9115, fax resume
(504) 488-9177 or e-mail chris@tree-mediscs.com.
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TREECO Tree Service

San Francisco Bay Area. A successful 19-year-old busi-
ness has dynamic opportunities for experienced
arborists to join us as: Account Managers; Foremen.
Please send resume to: jobs@serpicolandscaping.com.

Tree Climber

North Baltimore area company for over 20 years look-
ing for experienced climbers. Year round work with
o/t, medical benefits, paid holidays, vacation. Fax
resume to (410) 584-9240 or call (410) 771-4896.

Premier Tree Care – Atlanta Area

Located in Gwinnett/Walton/Cobb counties. Accepting
applications for Climbing Foreman & Climbers. Class
A CDL needed. ISA cert. a plus. Minimum 5 yrs.’
climbing exp. Also Bush Hog operators needed for
Utility Easement clearing and Operators needed for
Commercial and Residential Maintenance crews.
Lawn/Tree & Shrub tech needed. Fax Resume to (770)
267-8711, e-mail premiertreecare@yahoo.com or
contact Eddie Sheppard at (770) 267-8733.

Miscellaneous

Advanced Landscape Plant IPM PHC Short Course
January 19-23, 2009 

For registration information contact:
Avis Koeiman, Dept. of Entomology
4112 Plant Sciences Building
University of Maryland, College Park, MD  20742
Tel: (301) 405-3913
E-mail:akoeiman@umd.edu
www.raupplab.umd.edu/conferences/AdvLandscape

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE

BTS Equipment, Your pre-owned Tree Care
Equipment Specialist EXPO Booth 417

Pre-owned 55-70ft Hi-Rangers, Lift-All and Teco
Bucket Trucks mounted on 95-2001 GMC, Ford and
International diesel trucks. Our units are completely
serviced, inspected, tested and certified ranging
from $19,500-$37,500. Also complete line of chip-
per trucks and chippers. We ship anywhere. Call
Chris at (586) 630-2629. We deliver on product and
service. Visit us on our Web site at www.btsequip-
ment.com.

Allied Equipment of Wisconsin EXPO Booth 1835

Local Rentals, Bucket Trucks to 70 ft., Stump
Grinders, Chippers, aerial lift parts & service. Rayco
parts, OEM Stump’r Guard. We rent Rayco Hydra
Stumpers/Forestry Mowers. www.alliedutilityequip-
ment.com 1-800-303-0269.
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1999 VersaLift Bucket Truck

VO-255, 60' W/H, Rear mount, 1999 Freightliner FL-
70 truck, Auto-Trany, 230 HP Cat. diesel, 33,000 GVW,
62,000 miles, great shape, $39,900.00 or best offer
(952) 473-0534

Ropes, Ropes, Ropes

All types and brands of professional arborist 
climbing, lowering and rope accessories at warehouse
prices. Call for current price list. Visa, MC, AX. Small Ad
– Big Savings, since 1958. 1-800-873-3203.

AlturnaMATS Built Tough Guaranteed  EXPO Booth 1420

Single source for all of your ground protection needs.
AlturnaMATS, VersaMATS, Mobile Matts; all with a 6-
year guarantee. Outrigger pads with lifetime
guarantee also available. www.alturnamats.com.

Full-Service Tree Co. Long Island NY Relocating &
Downsizing

2005 GMC 7500 bucket truck 22,000 mi, 58' Altec lift
& yard dump, very clean. 2001 Int’l 4700 ET466 cus-
tom made chip truck, 101,000 mi, 24 yd. dump. No
CDL rqr’d, auto. 2004 Bandit 250 chipper, CAT diesel
$1200. Much more used equipment. Fox stump
grinder, saws, saddles & safety equipment. Call for
list & pricing. Jeff (917) 579-4918 or Caleb (516) 510-5838. 

Tamarack Forestry is selling bucket trucks surplus

Aerial Lift of CT Buckets mounted on 1996-1999 Ford,
GMC & Int’l trucks. All trucks are diesel, average
miles are 50,000 & booms are in excellent shape.
Prices are $23,500 to $29,500. Call Matt at (315)
323-2303 or 1-800-858-0437.

Grand Slam Tree Equipment 

Chippers, stump grinders, loaders & attachments,
bucket trucks, chip trucks, tub & horizontal 
grinders, land-clearing equipment. Shipping &
financing available. Grand Rapids, MI, area. 
www.grandslamtree.com (269) 792-0609.

Fiberglass Covers for LRs and XTs EXPO Booth 1601

PCC’s fiberglass guards & covers significantly outlast
the OEM plastic covers...and they cost less. Plastic
Composites Company www.buckettruckparts.com, 1-
800-747-9339.

Spider Lifts for Sale EXPO Booth 237

New, demo and used. Different brands from 52-foot 
to 100-foot working height. See them at 
www.ITALMECUSA.com or call Mike Hrycak at (201)
206-2464.

PRODUCTS & 
SERVICES

Hardware and software by an arborist for the arborist

For more information about the industry’s best-selling
package, call or write Arbor Computer Systems, PO
Box 548, Westport, CT 06881-0548. Phone: (203)
226-4335; Web site: www.arborcomputer.com; e-
mail:phannan@arborcomputer.com.
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Customized Consulting for the Tree Care Industry 

If it impacts your success, it's our concern. Contact
charles@TCIAAccreditation.com

TCIA Accreditation 
Business Management
Office Procedure 
Arborgold Software Training 
Company Branding & Marketing 
Web Design 

ArborSoftWorx is the industry’s leading business
management software and hardware EXPO Booth 1505

That boosts sales with its DataSync Mobile Office fea-
ture; provides anytime-anywhere access to critical
data; improves staff productivity; provides the high-
est level of depth and breadth in data capture and
sound information for business decisions – all you
demand in a management solution. Call today to
learn more about the power and flexibility that
ArborSoftWorx delivers. 1-800-49-ARBOR.
www.ArborSoftWorx.com.

Would You Like to Close More Sales and Increase
Revenue by 30 percent or More? EXPO Booth 1319

Complete job management! Tree Management
Systems, Inc. delivers cutting edge software specifi-
cally designed to help tree care companies close more
sales, create repeat business, reduce cost and moni-
tor crew productivity. Visit our Web site
www.ArborGold.com for a FREE in-depth video demo
or call 1-800-933-1955 today for more information.

BUSINESSES 
FOR SALE
Central NJ

Est. successful 25+ year old co. with modern well
maintained equipment. 60' & 75' aerial bucket truck,
18' tree chipper, 7 ton knuckle boom crane, stump
grinders & more. Large new & repeat client base.
$600k+ in sales (732) 558-0508. 

Plant Health Care Co. Long Island NY

Est. 22 yrs, multi-thousand residential & commercial
customer base. Includes 10 truck state-of-the-art
spray fleet. Fully trained sales & operational staff.
Annual Gross Sales of $l.9 mil+ over the last 3 yrs.
Tremendous growth opportunity for larger company
seeking immediate impact on Long Island market,
especially with the growing West Nile Mosquito con-
cerns. Priced to sell at $1.95 mil. E-mail responses
w/company info to RJL2813@aol.com. Principals
only!

Profitable Arborist business in the Greater Toronto
Area

In business 15+ years, revenue in the mid six fig-
ures, profitable, long-standing arrangements with
developers, municipalities and individuals. Could be
purchased as a turnkey operation or could become a
significant addition to an existing enterprise.
Indicate your interest by responding via e-mail to
al.loughery@jualenterprises.com.
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By John Deahl

W
hat a thrill to be in a part of the

world for the first time. The

Colombia River in Oregon was

no exception. 

Everything about it was a natural

delight. Our domicile was on the Colombia

River where we spent our family vacation

listening as it carried the sounds of people

and nature along its watery darkness.

There is a circle drive that took us from

Portland, east to Bonneville Dam, one of

13 man-made features of note along the

river, and then led us back to our evening’s

lair. The drive is nothing less than a visual

cacophony that was the very trail blazed by

Lewis and Clark. The view was a sobering

one of Mt. St. Helen, Mt. Hood, towering

waterfalls and streaking peregrine falcons. 

As a naturalist and arborist I am stricken

with a disease whose pain can only find

relief when in the presence of trees and

birds. I know many of you have the same

disease, and to this point I find it incurable. 

At the end of one of our days, we passed

a lone sign along the highway that I quick-

ly interpreted in a blur as saying,

“Champion something or other,” with an

arrow pointing left. I hollered, “Bonnie,

turn left,” which she did, along with a few

cars behind us, which were now very close

behind us! 

It was a state park, just a small parking

lot, and above this parking lot were the

largest hemlock and spruce trees I had ever

seen. Each conifer seemed larger than the

next and all stood as they did for one rea-

son, to stand guard around the largest,

documented Sitka spruce in the United

States. Now let’s put this tree into perspec-

tive. 

The largest tree I had ever seen was a

tulip poplar in Annandale, Virginia. It had

a 30-foot circumference. The circumfer-

ence of this spruce is 60 feet. In a straight

line, that’s one-fifth of a football field. 

This old gal emerged sometime around

the year 1253. Let’s put that into human

terms. When a person reaches the age of

100, we put them on the 6 o’clock news

and talk about how noble, honorable and

wise they are. They are special and have

earned our respect. 

Through the process of core sampling,

foresters know this spruce is 750 years old,

that’s 14 times older than most of us.

Should this tree be revered? Should we

hold it up and call it special? Has it earned

the right to live out its life, die with digni-

ty and become a big pile of rich, organic

earth? I think so, and I don’t think I was the

only person that day who thought so. 

Around this tree the park has built a

boardwalk upon which people can walk

comfortably and be close to the tree, but

not too close. Arborists everywhere have

learned the importance of keeping com-

paction to a minimum around old trees,

while the deck has also cured an odd,

romantic behavior some humans have with

trees and their pocketknives. 

Trees, especially ancient, majestic ones,

can bring out the ethereal in all of us. I

believe trees cause extraordinary behavior

in people, such as chaining one’s self to a

tree or lying in front of tracked vehicles

during a construction project, all for the

sake of a particular tree. 

As we stood on the deck surrounding the

tree, others came by to admire the giant.

Some were whispering as if we were in

church or standing in a library. As I looked

to my left I noticed a man and woman try-

ing to get as close to the tree’s trunk. To do

so the man used his walking stick to inves-

tigate the tree curiously but gently, then

moved around the trunk and repeated the

process. During this time his companion

talked to him explaining the myriad details

about the tree. He would look up and

down, side to side but never in one place

for too long. Suddenly, he backed away

from the tree and proclaimed loud enough

for everyone to hear, “this is the most beau-

tiful tree I have ever seen.”

He saw the tree as I never will or, more

importantly, never could, and he saw it

clearly, with no eyes at all. I was, and am

now moved to tears as I recount that

moment. He was enjoying his experience

Reader Forum

How well do we see?How well do we see?

The Klootchy Creek Giant, the tree visited by the author,
was Oregon’s largest Sitka spruce, until last December
when it was topped by a storm. Photo by by Matt Picio,
courtesy of www.flickr.com.

Suddenly, he backed
away from the tree and
proclaimed loud enough
for everyone to hear,
“This is the most beauti-
ful tree I have ever
seen.”
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as much as I, and he would remember it as

long as anyone that had ever stood in the

presence of this friendly giant. 

I sometimes get angry with myself when

I think the whole world revolves around

me or that what I am doing is so important.

I sometimes get angry with myself when I

forget the Golden Rule or fail to wonder

how it might be to walk that proverbial

mile in someone else’s shoes. Sometimes

when I think of my sightless friend I won-

der which one of us was more blind than

the other.  

I’d like to thank my friend for reminding

me that this is a beautiful, wonderful world

filled with different people all trying to do

the same thing. We’re all trying to see the

big trees, in our own particular way. That

day on a deck in Oregon, it took someone

with a special gift to help me see a tree just

a little clearer. Thanks friend, wherever

you are.

John P. Deahl is an arborist and owns
FinePruning, LLC in Sterling, Virginia.
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By Reid Goldsborough

I
f your personal computer is more than

two or three years old, it may be worth

replacing it. Or it may not, depending.

Desktop PC manufacturers have intro-

duced several new technologies to try to

lure you into pulling out your credit card.

What’s more, PCs continue to get faster

and more capacious, with speedier central

processing units (CPUs), more random-

access memory (RAM) and larger hard

drives.

Yesterday’s technology isn’t necessarily

a liability. The old maxim, “If it ain’t

broke, don’t fix it,” can apply to newfan-

gled computer technology as well.

Before spending good money to make a

major change, look into making smaller

changes. Ensuring you have enough free

space on your computer’s hard drive by

deleting programs you never use and reor-

ganizing your files using your computer’s

defragmenting software can return a poky

PC into its former fast-performing state.

You can also incrementally replace or

add individual components, including

RAM, an internal or external hard drive, a

video card and a monitor, among others.

But if you want to use the latest generation

of software, it’s typically more cost-effec-

tive to replace the entire unit, particularly if

more than one component needs upgrad-

ing.

The two biggest changes in PCs over the

past several years involve the two most

important PC technologies, the CPU and

operating system. The CPU is a computer’s

muscle, the operating system its brain.

Many of the new PCs on the market

today come with “multi-core” CPUs.

These pack two (“dual-core”) or four

(“quad-core”) independent processing

cores onto the same chip for faster per-

formance. While one core is doing one

task, the other core or cores can do other

tasks.

Multi-core chips from Intel and AMD

work best with programs that are designed

to work with them, such as Adobe

Photoshop, though operating systems such

as Windows Vista can divide the work as

well, if not as efficiently.

Vista is the other recent big change in

PCs. Introduced in January 2007, its

biggest innovations are tightened security,

improved networking, and a new interface.

Microsoft’s latest operating system has

been criticized, however, for its stiff hard-

ware requirements, its compatibility

problems with some software and some

hardware peripherals, and its intrusive

security features. Its adoption rate has been

slower than its predecessor, Windows XT.

Some of Vista’s problems were

addressed with the release of Service Pack

1 in February and March of 2008. Many

fewer problems have been reported with

Vista on new PCs than with upgrading

Vista on old PCs. Major computer makers

typically spend thousands of hours on

compatibility and stability testing, which

can be a good reason for not opting to buy

components and put a system together

yourself.

When buying a new PC, along with the

CPU, among the choices you have are

those involving RAM, hard drive, graphics

card, monitor, case and software.

For most home and office computer

users, even the least expensive offering

from major manufacturers, with the least

powerful CPU, least amount of RAM and

smallest hard drive will typically perform

well. If you use your PC extensively for

computer games or for editing video,

you’ll benefit from a powerhouse machine

loaded with a quad-core processor, lots of

RAM, a huge hard drive and an ultra-fast

graphics card.

Unlike in the past, most PCs today come
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with widescreen monitors having the same

16:9 aspect ratio as widescreen TVs. Along

with being better for watching movies,

they also make it easier to keep on screen

more than one open program or file and to

view more columns of a spreadsheet.

Sizes typically range from 17 to 24 inch-

es.

If you’re cramped for space or prefer a

more stylish look, a desktop computer with

a small case such as HP’s Slimline series or

an all-in-one PC such as Gateway’s One

can be a good choice.

PCs from major computer makers may

seem to come loaded with software, but

much of it typically is light versions of reg-

ular programs that skimp on important

features, trial programs that can be used for

only a limited time, and programs you sim-

ply don’t need. Sometimes called

“shovelware” (manufacturers shovel them

on), most of these are best uninstalled,

though some may turn out to be useful, so

it doesn’t hurt to try them out.

Many PCs today come standard with the

Microsoft Works suite of programs and a

trial version of the more extensive

Microsoft Office. Works is fine for most

home users, though you may find upgrad-

ing to Office convenient if you bring work

home with you, including presentations.

Reid Goldsborough is a syndicated
columnist and author of the book Straight

Talk About the Information Superhighway.
He can be reached at reidgold@com-
cast.net or www.reidgoldsborough.com.
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PCs from major comput-
er makers may seem to
come loaded with soft-
ware, but much of it
typically is light versions
of regular programs that
skimp on important fea-
tures, trial programs that
can be used for only a
limited time, and pro-
grams you simply don’t
need.
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T
he Aerial Lift Specialist training

program is the latest in a series of

employer-directed, employee pro-

fessional development programs known

collectively as TCIA’s Tree Care Academy

(TCA). These programs provide employers

with a turnkey employee development pro-

gram, complete with quality training

materials, recognized levels of achieve-

ment, and third-party verification. With a

safety focus, TCA helps assure that

employees understand safety/compliance

fundamentals.  

The chapters in Aerial Lift Specialist

include: Aerial Lift Safety; Aerial Lift

Inspection, Preparation and Driving;

General Standards and Guidelines;

Preventing Common Accidents; Additional

Training – Qualified Line-Clearance

Arborists (tree trimmers) and Aerial Rescue;

and Electrical and Environmental Hazards.

A training checklist and tests are part of each

TCA module. TCA is available in Spanish.

For more information on TCA, please

visit www.tcia.org. 

The following is excerpted from Chapter

2: “Aerial Lift Inspection, Preparation and

Driving.” 

Objectives: The employee will: • Indicate

parts to be inspected before and after opera-

tion. • Learn start-up procedures. •

Understand daily, weekly, monthly and

annual inspection requirements. 

Vehicle Inspections: Every driver needs to

prepare a report in writing – called a Daily

Vehicle Inspection Report (DVIR) – at the

completion of each day’s work for each

vehicle operated. 

Federal DOT requires this report to cover

at least the following:

� Service brakes, including trailer brake

connections

� Parking brake

� Steering mechanism

� Lighting devices and reflectors

� Tires

� Horn

� Windshield wipers

� Rear vision mirrors

� Coupling devices

� Wheels and rims

� Emergency equipment 

The DVIR has to identify the vehicle and

list any defect or deficiency discovered by

or reported to the driver that would affect

the safety of operation of the vehicle or

result in its mechanical breakdown. If no

defect or deficiency is discovered or report-

ed, the DVIR needs to indicate that. In all

instances, the driver needs to sign the report. 

A visual inspection of the aerial lift device

is required by ANSI Z133.1 and USDOT

Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations

(FMCSR) before beginning work each day.

Use your company’s DVIR from the previ-

ous work period as a guide for the daily

inspection.  

If you do not have a DVIR form, use the

checklist on page 5 as a guide to develop

your own DVIR. TCIA has DVIR booklets

ready for purchase as well. Alert your super-

visor if you find anything wrong during the

pre-trip visual inspection. The pre-trip visu-

al inspection should include checking the

booms and outriggers for proper operation.   

Do not confuse the DVIR inspection

items with “daily,” “weekly” and other

items that the manufacturer recommends

you check. Refer to the operator’s manual

for additional items that may be required for

“daily” and “weekly” inspections. 

Some important items to check every day

are: 

Tires: Check tire pressure and look for signs

of damage. Make sure lug bolts are tight.

Body, frame and suspension: Check for

damage to the body, frame or suspension

system. Look for broken springs or shocks.

Look for loose, broken or bent suspension

and steering parts. 

Outriggers: Check the outriggers and all

connectors for leaks, damaged or missing

parts and that they are in working order.

Boom: Check the booms for structural dam-

age such as scratches and cracks. Check

mechanical parts for visible signs of weak-

ness such as damaged, worn or corroded

bolts, fasteners, cables and pulleys. If your

lift is insulated, ensure the insulated parts

are dry and clean of oil and grease. A wet

and/or dirty boom can decrease the effec-

tiveness of the insulation. 

Controls: Check the upper controls and

ground controls for correct operation,

according the manufacturer’s directions.

Hydraulic system: Visually check the

hydraulic system for leaks. If you suspect a

leak, have it repaired by a qualified mechan-

ic. Also check the hydraulic fluid level. 

Brakes: Test service and parking brakes

according to the operator’s manual. 

Safety devices: Ensure all safety guards are

in place. Check backup alarm, horn, inter-

lock devices and intercom (if equipped) for

correct operation, according to the opera-

tor’s manual. 

Lights: Be sure that all lights are in working

order, including chipper or other trailered

equipment lights.  

Hitch: Be sure all trailered equipment, such

as a chipper, is properly hooked to the hitch

with both the safety chains and runaway

brake-activator chain installed.  

This chapter also covers: Shop Start-Up

Procedures; Fueling; Driving in Traffic;

Shop Shut Down Procedures; Maintenance

Precautions; and Daily, Weekly, Monthly

and Annual Lift Inspections.
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Falling limb kills Ohio tree
trimmer

Joe Beckman, 33, or Akron, Ohio, was

killed October 6, 2008, while cutting limbs

for a local tree care company in New

Franklin, Ohio, according to The Plain
Dealer. As Beckman was lowering a

branch to the ground, it split. Part of it

struck Beckman. He was pronounced dead

at the scene.

Tree worker electrocuted 
A 26-year-old Iraq veteran was electro-

cuted October 7, 2008, in St. Augustine

Beach, Florida, while working for a tree

service company. 

Brian Witt of St. Augustine was working

out of a bucket (apparently on a folding-

type hydraulic work platform, according to

images of the accident scene in news

reports) when he contacted a power line,

according to the East Volusia News
Journal online. 

He was in cardiac arrest when St. Johns

Fire Rescue arrived on the scene. They did

not know if it was the equipment or the

worker who touched the power line. He

was taken to Flagler Hospital, and was

later pronounced dead. 

Witt was a soldier in the U.S. Army’s 1st

Armored Division who spent 15 months in

Iraq and returned in 2004.

Man killed repairing tree
after storm

A man died October 10, 2008, in New

Albany, Indiana, after having a large limb

fall on him while he was cutting loose

limbs in a tree, apparently following a local

storm.

Vern N. Setterdahl, 62, of Gillson, Ill.,

was at his son’s residence helping him cut

down limbs when the accident occurred,

according to the newsandtribune.com.

Balmer said Setterdahl was “about 30

feet” off the ground when the limb fell and

trapped him in the tree. “It came over on

him and pinned him,” Balmer said.

Setterdahl was pronounced dead at the

scene. Balmer said he was conscious

when emergency personnel arrived at the

scene.
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At its June board meeting, the TCIA Board
of Directors discussed how the associa-

tion, its members and the industry could
promote a more sustainable environment as
arborists and tree care companies. 

The board charged staff to create a sustain-
ability task force to draft a position paper on
the tree care industry’s stands on sustainabili-
ty and develop a thorough compilation of what
the industry is already doing in sustainability.

On September 30, the task force met at
TCIA’s headquarters in Manchester, N.H. In
attendance were Neil Hendrickson from
Bartlett Tree Research Laboratories; Greg Ina,
Davey Institute; Terrill Collier, Collier Arbor
Care and vice chair of the TCIA Board; Scott
Jamieson, Bartlett Tree Experts and member of
TCIA Board; Charlie Lord, director of envi-
ronmental policy in the environmental studies
program at Boston College; Mark Wegel,
director of corporate communications with
Altec Industries; Rex Bastian, vice president of
technical services with The Care of Trees; and
Jim Docherty, owner of Docherty Tree Experts
in East Setauket, N.Y. TCIA staff taking part
included Cynthia Mills, Mark Garvin, Peter
Gerstenberger and Bob Rouse.

The task force’s morning discussion and
exploration focused on identification of the
variety of sustainability issues in the industry,
identification of the stands that could be taken
on each issue, discussion of mitigating indus-
try controversy and finding internal consensus,
and discussion of external customer percep-
tions of the tree care industry and its role in
sustainability.

One of TCIA’s five outcomes from our
strategic plan is to develop a measurable
brand image as “the voice of the tree care
industry” with members, government and con-
sumers; and growing media awareness. As part
of that “voice,” TCIA is positioned, as the
trade association for caretakers of part of the

environment, to also have brand image around
the green movement and sustainable sites.

Positioning TCIA in the green or sustain-
ability movements is not simply deciding on a
project, gathering funds and heading for the
media. How far we go and what steps we take
are important to consider. We do not neces-
sarily have a unified perspective in our
membership on global warming, being green
and definitions of what is acceptable regarding
sustainability practices; nor do we have broad
documentation of existing participation. 

To gain a clearer consensus, we asked our
members the following questions in a mem-
bership-wide survey:
� What is your company doing internally to

make it a green operation? (Following LEED
green building standards, changing fleets to
eco-cars, recycling, eliminating paper invoices
to customers, etc.)
� What percentage of your customers make

the connection between their tree care service
and the green or sustainable movements?
� Is your company marketing its services to

your customers as part of the way they can par-
ticipate in being more green, reducing energy
costs, creating a sustainable residential site,
etc.?
� How do you think the tree care industry

should participate in the green or sustainable
movements?

Our members’ responses to the green/sus-
tainability survey have indicated a desire to
have TCIA educate them on both green tree
care practices and green office practices. 

There is clearly a logical connection
between arboriculture and the green or sus-
tainability movements. How we approach it is
the key.
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Sustainability: Greening of the industry 
and the public perception of arboriculture

Some of the discussion was fairly intense during the sustainability meeting at

TCIA offices September 30.

Our members’ responses
to the green/sustainabili-
ty survey have indicated
a desire to have TCIA
educate them on both
green tree care practices
and green office prac-
tices. 
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Winter Management Conference always
boasts the highest caliber professional

speakers. The meeting is always at a beautiful
resort in the dead of winter. Yet survey after
survey makes clear that attendees overwhelm-
ingly value one aspect of the conference above
all others – networking with fellow owners and
managers. 

WWhhyy  nneettwwoorrkkiinngg??
For some, networking means a bunch of

people sitting in a room on folding metal
chairs talking about what they do and asking
others for help finding employees or
increasing sales. Networking is much more
than that. It is also much more rewarding. 

In the Bahamas, company owners can
learn from, and share with, others from dif-
ferent parts of the country. You can network
in your own city or state at a local meeting,
but everyone will be keeping one eye out for
competitors and be less willing to truly

share. At WMC, owners from different
regions and different markets will never be
competitors. People are tremendously will-
ing to share their knowledge when asked.

Learning, networking and growing as
business leaders is an ongoing process. No
one is without ideas, and no one knows it
all. At WMC, you will meet people who are
starting out and eager to learn everything,
people who have run businesses for years

and have specific information needs this
year, and others who just want to keep up on
what’s new so they don’t lose their compet-
itive edge.

WWhhyy  nnooww,,  mmoorree  tthhaann  eevveerr??
Developing a network of relationships

takes time, just like saving for retirement.
And the later you start the harder it will be.
Many business leaders have become cau-
tious in 2008 as they wait for signs of
recovery. But focusing only on internal
issues can be very isolating and, during
these tough times, it is more important than
ever to talk with others in our industry who
are facing the same challenges. It is more
important than ever to look at new ways of

doing business, re-define growth and finan-
cial strategies, and spend time with other
company owners.

No one can stay abreast of all of the trends
pushing our industry along. So by staying con-
nected, you stay informed. The feeling of
being connected and “in the know” is a won-
derful thing – especially when the economy
and the business of tree care seems to be
changing at an ever faster rate.

Whose businesses are growing? How are
they doing it? You won’t find out sitting in
your office hoping the phone will ring. You
will find out at TCIA’s Winter Management
Conference. Join us in the Bahamas. You
can't afford to miss it.

Visit tcia.org for more info or to register.
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Networking at WMC is 
more rewarding – and it’s warm!

TCIA is now taking its members LIVE
to homes across the nation with the

launch in October of the Tchukki
Tchannel on www.TreeCareTips.org,
TCIA’s consumer oriented Web site.

TCIA’s Tchukki Andersen, staff
arborist, hosts this new video feature
(pronounced Chuckie Channel). The site
will feature weekly videos with a range of
topics to appeal to consumers interested

in tree care. 
Consumers, or you, can ask Tchukki a

question on TreeCareTips.org by clicking
the “Ask the Arborist” link. Please limit
your question topics to stuff about trees,
because she knows nothing of skate-
boards, Lhasa apsos or world politics.

Tchukki Tchannel goes live

Tchukki Andersen discusses tree health in the
inaugural video of the Tchukki Tchannel.

Business survival strategies will be discussed each day during the poolside forums at WMC 2009.
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Join the Growing CTSP Network!
TCIA’s Certified Treecare Safety

Professional (CTSP) program provides
employers an alternative to hiring a person
devoted to safety management. By training
one or more employees as CTSPs, companies
can have safety leaders working side-by-side
with other production employees. This train
the trainer program has documented safety
and financial benefits.

SSaaffeesstt  ccoommppaanniieess  hhaavvee  CCTTSSPPss  oonn  ssttaaffff
Analysis of data from TCIA’s Accident

Survey for 2006 and 2007 shows strong cor-
relations between companies that are safer
and those that enjoy TCIA membership and
participate in CTSP. More than 15.5 million
work hours reported by over 1,000 organiza-
tions were analyzed. What we found was that
companies with CTSPs on board were almost
four times less likely to experience a
reportable injury and 10 times less
likely to experience a lost workday
accident.

HHooww  ddooeess  tthhee  pprrooggrraamm  wwoorrkk??  
The CTSP credential involves

five steps: 
1. enroll in the program
2. fulfill the core competency

requirements    
3. attend the CTSP advanced safety one-day

workshop
4. pass the exam
5. maintain standing through recertification. 
To solve the safety challenges faced by the

industry, every company needs to embrace a
sustainable safety culture. The program will:

� Provide companies with a dedicated
employee – a trained CTSP – to develop
a strong and sustainable safety culture

within the company and employee
team.

� Reduce work-related fatal-
ities and injuries as well as
costs.
� Increase employee

involvement in training
and safety compliance.

� Provide an active link into
the TCIA safety network to
keep companies abreast of
the latest technological
advances and regulatory
activities.

� Increase ongoing training through TCIA’s
recertification program.

TCIA will present one-day workshops
around the country in 2009, including those

already scheduled for the following times and
locations:

JJaannuuaarryy  1144--1155::  AArrccaaddiiaa,,  CCaa..
JJaannuuaarryy  2288--2299::  LLaannccaasstteerr  PPaa..
FFeebbrruuaarryy  44--55::  PPoorrttllaanndd,,  OOrree..
MMaarrcchh  1111--1122::  MMaanncchheesstteerr,,  NN..HH..
JJuunnee::  FFlloorriiddaa  ((DDaattee  aanndd  llooccaattiioonn  TTBBAA))
JJuullyy  2233  &&  2266::  PPrroovviiddeennccee,,  RR..II..
SSeepptteemmbbeerr::  TTeexxaass  ((DDaattee  aanndd  llooccaattiioonn  TTBBAA))
NNoovveemmbbeerr  33--44::  BBaallttiimmoorree,,  MMdd..
Sign your safety trainer up today so he will

be ready when a workshop comes to your area.
Call 1-800-722-2622 or go to tcia.org for
more information. 

As a safety specialist, you know how
important it is to continually develop

your knowledge and expertise in safety. It is so
important that the Certified Treecare Safety
Professional program has a CEU requirement.
To help you manage your continuing educa-
tion progress and meet this requirement,
TCIA now offers you access to your tran-
scripts online. 

Simply log-in to www.tcia.org with your
username and password, click CTSP, then fol-
low the links to view, download and print your
transcripts. 

While you’re there, check out even more

ways to earn CEUs by 1) registering for TCI
EXPO, which offers the CEUs you need at
more than 60 hours of demos, workshops and
seminars; 2) browsing our Product Catalog,
full of safety programs to help you meet your
CEU goal; and 3) viewing upcoming work-
shops offering CEU credits across the country.
TCIA offers these and many more opportuni-
ties to help you meet your goal of 30 CEUs
every three years to remain in good CTSP
standing. Take advantage today! 

If you have any questions about CEUs or
the CTSP program, contact
Irina@treecareindustry.org. 

New for CTSPs – access your CEUs online!

Beginning in 2009, the CTSP work-
shop and exam will become a more
efficient and cost-effective event for the
employees your company enrolls. The
workshop content will be more highly
integrated and refined so that students
will only have to attend one, eight-hour
day. What’s more, there will be options
for exam-taking. A conventional, proc-
tored exam will be scheduled for the
morning of the day after the workshop,
at the same venue. Alternately, CTSP
registrants will be able to drop into any
of a growing number of proctored test-
ing facilities located conveniently
throughout the U.S. and for a nominal
fee, be able to take the CTSP exam
when it best suits their schedule. These
testing facilities will be available for
those re-taking the exam, too.

CTSP Workshop/Exam
has Changed!

Helen Young, with the Training Clinic, leads the very first CTSP workshop, at TCI EXPO in Baltimore in 2006. 
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Tax credit approved for
some wood or pellet stoves

The Hearth, Patio & Barbecue

Association (HPBA) and the Pellet Fuels

Institute (PFI) are claiming victory in bring-

ing about new federal tax credits for

consumers who purchase a 75-percent-effi-

cient wood- or pellet-burning stove in 2009.

In October, President Bush signed the

economic rescue legislation (H.R. 1424),

which included the attached Energy Tax

Extenders bill that featured a $300 tax

credit for wood- and pellet-burning stove

purchases. Both the HPBA and PFI were

active in lobbying for the passages of this

new tax credit, according to an HPBA

article.

“This is a huge victory for our industry

and consumers,” says Jack Goldman, presi-

dent of HPBA. “It is a good example of how

the industry can work in Washington and on

a grassroots level and help pass good legis-

lation. With the rise in home heating prices,

this tax credit will help alleviate some of the

initial cost for those consumers wanting to

purchase a 75 percent efficient wood or pel-

let stove next year.”

For tree care companies, this means the

market for wood waste just got another

customer.

Courtesy of http://timberbuysell.com

Wisconsin EAB training for
commercial arborists

On September 25, Wisconsin DNR

urban forestry and forest health staff organ-

ized a field trip for municipal foresters that

provided an opportunity to view firsthand

the EAB infestation in Newburg,

Wisconsin. A total of 91 municipal

foresters who participated in the session

had a chance to see EAB signs and symp-

toms and talk to DNR staff and others

battling EAB in the state.

The Wisconsin Arborist Association sub-

sequently approached DNR about hosting

a similar event for commercial arborists,

which they did, on October 13. The

Newburg Fire Department allowed the use

of their meeting room and the examination

of their trees. In addition to the standing

trees, the Fire Department allowed DNR to

cut down two ash for a closer examination

of the crown. The October 13 field session

gave the commercial arborists an opportu-

nity to actually see EAB signs and

symptoms, rather than looking at pictures. 

This was seen as important by DNR

since the commercial arborists conduct tree

work all around the state and are in a great

position to look for EAB as they do their

work. Questions about pesticide treat-

ments, quarantine issues and EAB in

general were addressed. 

The 42 commercial arborists who attend-

ed came away with a better understanding

of the complexities of an EAB find as well

as seeing first hand what EAB signs and

symptoms look like, according to the DNR.

From The Wisconsin Urban Forestry
Insider newsletter.

A tree story
Sitting in front of the Victorian Rose Inn

on the North East corner of Washington

and Cross streets in Morgantown, Indiana,

is a tree with a story to tell.

Ruben C. Griffith was born in a log cabin

on this lot in 1845. At age 17, he enlisted

with the Union Army only to be captured

one year later and incarcerated in the leg-

endary Andersonville Prison in Georgia.

From his small prison window he watched a

tiny tree grow out of a dry crack in the earth.

It gave him hope that he too might survive. 

Having seen the dire need for physicians

during the war, upon his release he returned

home and became a prominent

Morgantown physician. In 1894 he tore

down the family cabin and built this house

to use as his residence and office. In 1908,

the governor of Indiana commissioned him

to return to Andersonville to erect a memo-

rial for the 630 soldiers who died there.

Upon his return, he carried with him a

ginkgo sapling, which he planted in his

yard. This small sapling is now 100 years

old and 44 inches in diameter with a crown

that extends across much of the property. It

is, in itself, a memorial to those soldiers

that died at Andersonville.

Unfortunately in 1910 while observing

fireworks from an upstairs window Dr.

Griffith fell to his death. This house and tree

was added to the National Registry in 2006.

Courtesy of TCIA member Judson R.
Scott, president, Vine & Branch in Carmel,
Indiana.

Send Tree News Digest items to
staruk@tcia.org
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Ruben C. Griffith’s 100-year-old ginko tree in Morgantown, Indiana.
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By Marie Hawkins

J
ust because you give proper and spe-

cific instructions doesn’t mean they

will be followed.

We’d been rained out and flooded most

of last winter and able to do only minor

tree work. We had a couple dry days this

particular week and had four locust trees in

the backyard that needed to come down.

Our property sits on the second highest

hill in the county, with the most awesome

view, along with constant winds from the

river valley below. After several very, very

wet winters and more than the usual horri-

ble windstorms, the locust trees were

leaning badly toward our new wooden

fence, our deck, and most of all toward the

catalpa tree my grandpa planted when I

was born. It was shy of just a couple of feet

being registered as the largest catalpa tree

in the state, and I didn’t want this tree dam-

aged in any way, shape or form. 

So, after these trees started leaning, the

roots sticking up and out of the ground

nearly a foot, it was time for them to

become firewood for next season in order

to save my precious catalpa.

One of the guys that works on and off for

us over the last 20-some years wanted a

few days work. My husband, Rodney, told

Jerry to take down two of the locusts. 

“See those two locust (they already had

the top out of them from a few months

prior, when we had some dry weather),

now, that locust closest to the shop, don’t

touch! Just cut the two easterly locusts

down. Take the saw and skim the Boston

ivy off the trunk all around so you can see

where to make your notch, because the ivy

is attached to the ground and may not let

the tree go the way you want it to go if the

ivy doesn’t snap when the tree falls.”

The first tree I heard hit the ground and

then being cut up. About an hour later, I

heard him working on the second locust

and then it hit the ground. Then there was

a long silence. I had looked out the kitchen

window and heard my husband say what’s

wrong?

When Jerry talks, he mumbles like he for-

got to spit out his chewing tobacco. After the

fourth or fifth time asking him what’s wrong

and trying to understand his response, he

finally said, “I ruined your saw.” 

My husband asked, “How’d you do that?” 

Jerry was mumbling over and over

something about a snake on his boots and

that he’d killed it. Numerous times he was

asked how he killed it, with no real answer,

just different versions of the story he was

trying to relate to us. I asked to see the

snake so I could identify it. He brings it

over hanging on the end of the spade; I

looked at him and asked “How did you

chew this snake up so ragged if you killed

it with the spade like you said?” 

My husband said, “What did you do,

take the bar and cut the snake in two with

it on the ground?” 

Jerry confirmed that’s what he did.

We’re shaking our heads, because needless

to say this really did a job on that 28-inch

chain. Plus, he could have thrown the

snake on his chest when cutting it. I’ve

seen that happen and if it was poisonous –

wow! As the day proceeds, nothing else

seemed too strange. The day was over and

the job would be finished Saturday.

The next day, being Saturday, is when

our other part time worker, Gary, works.

He was going to help with the third locust

tree to come down. Rodney asked me to

tell him where the shut off to the electric

was, so the security light could be discon-

nected, and then told Gary the ivy had cov-

ered all the wiring that was going to the

security light. The wiring would have to be

found and removed before cutting down

the tree. I had shut the electric off and dis-

connected the security light wires from the

electric box when Gary asked

“Where does this wire go?” 

I looked at him and he had the other end

of the wires in his hand, already cut.

“How in the world did that happen?” I

asked, then started laughing. “You know

what? I wondered why I had no security

light last night.”

All the Boston Ivy had already been

skimmed off the trunk of the third locust.

I told Gary, “I know how that snake died

now and what had happened to that electric

line up the tree.” 

The electric line was so chewed up the

entire outside weatherproof casing was

ragged, and the snake looked just like the

wire did. I guarantee you Jerry was skim-

ming the ivy off the tree after Rodney told

him to stay away from that tree. That’s

when he probably saw the snake under the

ivy and decided to kill it with the chain

saw, and he got into the electric wires, too! 

I know we shouldn’t have been laughing

under the circumstances; Jerry could have

gotten himself hurt, or worse. But, the poor

snake probably was electrocuted at the

same time the saw hit him. 

Jerry knew he had done wrong. After he

was told not to do that tree, he realized this

was his first mistake; the second mistake

was he didn’t bother to look and see if the

tree was free from any danger under the

ivy. Knowing this, he just decided it was

easier and probably less lecturing if he

stuck to the bar in the ground story. 

Marie B. Hawkins and her husband,
Rodney K. Wright, own and operate
American Tree Experts, Inc. in Loogootee,
Indiana, which has been in business since
1985. 

From the Field

TCI will pay $100 for published “From the Field” articles. Submissions become the property of TCI and are subject to editing

for grammar, style and length. Entries must include the name of a company and a contact person. Send to: Tree Care Industry, 136

Harvey Road - Ste 101, Londonderry, NH 03053, or staruk@tcia.org.

I heard him working on the
second locust and then it hit
the ground. Then there was a
long silence. 
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